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We study a system of n+1 coupled semilinear parabolic equations on the real
line, which depends on a small parameter * and reduces to the scalar Kolmogorov
PetrovskyPiscounov (KPP) equation, when *=0. Under appropriate scaling, the
system has a family of traveling fronts, parametrized by their speed #, when |#|2,
as in the scalar KPP case. The case of critical speed, #=&2 say, is investigated and
it is shown that the system inherits some crucial properties of the KPP equation,
when * is small: in particular, the asymptotic stability of the front in a local and
semiglobal sense. First, we describe the properties of the front and then apply func-
tional arguments to prove its local stability in an adequate weighted Sobolev space.
Moreover, the decay rate of the perturbations is shown to be polynomial in time.
Finally we show a semiglobal stability property of the front, which also is inherited
from the scalar KPP equation.  1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
In this contribution we investigate a one-parameter family of fronts solving
a semilinear parabolic system, which we call a KPP-system, since the
dominant part in our stability analysis of the fronts follows the equation
which has been studied in 1937 by Kolmogorov, Petrovsky and Piscounov,
and also by Fisher, in the famous papers [16] and [8] and by many others
since ([1, 3, ...]). Our aim is twofold: we will show that each individual
front is asymptotically stable, if the perturbations respect the asymptotic
behavior in a strong sense, i.e., if the derivative of the front is not an
admissible perturbation. In particular, we include the realistic situation
when the perturbations have initially compact support. The second aim is
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to show that this asymptotic stability has a certain global nature, which is
again inherited by the system from the dominant scalar KPP-equation.
The family of fronts is parametrized by the speed of the wave, which finally
will be denoted by #. Fronts, which are connections of two equilibrium
states relative to the unbounded space-direction, exist for |#|2, as for the
original KPP equation. The case when |#| is strictly greater than 2 is much
easier than the case when the speed is minimal. Therefore, we distinguish
the noncritical case, |#|>2, from the critical case, |#|=2. If |#|>2 holds,
then the continuous spectrum of the linearization about the front is, taking
an appropriate measure for the underlying space, in the negative complex
halfplane and strictly bounded away from the imaginary axis. This problem
(in the framework of scalar equations) has been studied by Sattinger in
[21, 22], using a weighted L-topology. He provided the right weight and
showed exponential asymptotic stability of the front. In a previous paper
[15], we have investigated the noncritical case for the KPP-system, but
in a weighted L2-space, including some global stability properties that
the fronts enjoy. It turned out that one can use a reduction principle,
which yields the rule, that the slowest dynamics determines the time-
behavior of the full system, i.e., one can fully reduce the system to a scalar
KPP-equation.
In the critical case, the continuous spectrum lies again in the negative
complex halfplane, but it is not separated from the imaginary axis. General
stability results for such a situation are still rare. Gardner, Jones, and Kapitula
have investigated some systems of this type in [11, 13], for a critical case,
i.e., 0 lies in the continous spectrum. They construct the ‘‘Evans function’’
via a fundamental system of solutions of the linearized system and a
Liouville-type representation. Since the eigenvalues of the linearization are
the zeros of the Evans function, they are able to control the resolvent in a
suitable neighborhood of 0. Their additional assumption, that the dimension
of the unstable manifold of the equilibrium corresponding to the limit of the
front at & and the dimension of the stable manifold of the corresponding
one at + are equal, never holds in our case. Thus, we cannot apply their
method. Even for the scalar KPP equation, the question of the stability for
the front in the critical case was open until recently. Eckmann and Wayne
have solved this problem in [6] by using decay-estimates for certain
energy-like functionals. However, it was Gallay [9] who found the exact
time asymptotics by applying renormalization-group techniques as developed
by Bricmont and Kupiainen [4].
In our analysis we shall combine our method for the noncritical case
with modified versions of the EckmannWayne method and estimates of
NashMoser type. But the main point of our analysis lies in the observa-
tion that, even in the critical case, when the potential of the linearized part
is not bounded away from 0, one still can control the nonlinearities by the
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potential. This is a further consequence of choosing the right weight for
measuring the perturbations.
We study the system
{u&2’’u+B(*)u=f(*, u) (1.1)
where ’ # R, { # [0, ), and u=(u0 , u1) and f=( f0 , f1) are in R_Rn.
On the expense of increasing technicalities we could generalize the system
by treating a general diffusive term of second order under the sole condition
that the determinant of B(*) has a simple zero for *=0. Moreover, the
vector field could depend on {u. Essential is only the appearance of a
negative quadratic term in f0 as indicated in (1.3). As a general rule, our
analysis does not depend on the validity of any type of maximum principle.
The vectorfield f is supposed to be smooth in its variables, f # C p, p6,
say. Furthermore, the diagonal matrix B(*) has a simple degeneracy at
*=0, hence
B(*)=diag(&*+a~ 0(*), :1+a~ 1(*), ..., :n+a~ n(*))
a~ 0(*)=*2:0(*) (1.2)
a~ j (*)=*aj (*), j=1, ..., n.
We assume throughout this paper that
:0(*)0, :j:>0, j=1, ..., n,
conditions which are necessary for the stability of the fronts we are going
to consider.
The function f0 will have a dominant quadratic nonlinearity. Thus, we
assume that f has the following form:
f0(*, u)=&u20+g01(*, u)=&u
2
0+O( |u0 |
3+*u20+|u1 |
2+|u0 | |u1 | )
(1.3)
f1(*, u)=O( |u| 2),
where the O-terms are with respect to the limit (*, u)  (0, 0). For later
use, we introduce the notation:
g0(*, u)=&a~ 0 (*) u0+g01(*, u),
g1(*, u)=f1(*, u)&diag(a~ 1(*), ..., a~ n(*))u1, (1.4)
A1=diag(:1 , ..., :n).
Seeking traveling wave solutions of (1.1), we eventually have to relate
their speed & to the parameter *. So we introduce a moving frame !=’+&{,
and determine steady solutions of
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{u0&2!! u0+&!u0&*u0=&u
2
0+g0(*, u)
(1.5)
{u1&2!!u1+&! u1+A1u1=g1(*, u).
Scaling as follows, while *>0,
x=! - *, t={*, u(!, {)=*U(x, t),
#=&*&12=&2
one obtains the final equations
tU0&2xx U0&2xU0=U0&U
2
0+G0(*, U)
(1.6)
tU1&
2
xx U1&2xU1+
1
*
A1 U1=G1(*, U )
where
G0(*, U)=*&2g01(*, *U)&:0(*) *U0=G01&:0(*) *U0=*&2g0(*, *U )
(1.7)
G1(*, U)=*&2g1(*, *U).
We refer to our paper [15, p. 150] for a justification of the scaling. We
shall study the two cases
:0(*)0 and
:0(*)
*q&1
>0, for some q1.
There also exists an extensive literature on long-time behavior of systems
on infinite cylindrical domains in Rn arising in flame propagation models
(see [2, 20] and the references therein). Their tools in the study of the
linearized problem and the linear stability are exponential spatial decay
estimates for solutions of second-order elliptic equations in a cylinder and
various versions of the maximum principle for parabolic equations. In [20],
local stability and convergence to a translate of the traveling wave in an
adequate weighted Banach space have been proved by adapting the methods
of [21] and using the just mentioned careful study of the linearized operator.
The existence of a continuum of traveling waves of a KPP type equation
on infinite cylindrical domains and their stability in weighted spaces are
studied by similar methods in [17]. Under some hypotheses which allow
the use of the maximum principle, they also give global stability results.
Since we do not make such hypotheses here, we cannot apply maximum
principles in order to obtain global stability; we shall use perturbation
methods instead.
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A special feature of our analysis is the concept of ‘‘local’’ perturbations
requiring spatial decay properties which exclude x U+*, where U+* denotes
a front and *=+2, as a member of the space of admissible functions. It is
reasonable to suppress all effects on the long-time behavior of fronts which
are caused by perturbations at x=\.
We finally summarize the main results of this paper. In Section 2 we prove
the existence of the fronts by using center-manifold-arguments. The fronts
U+*=(U*+0 , U*+1) lie on a three-dimensional manifold and are normalized by
Condition (2.10). In Theorem 2.1 the results are given, including estimates on
the quality of the approximation that (U*00 , 0) provides for the full solution,
where U*00 is the solution of the scalar KPP-equation. Stronger results are
given in Lemma 2.2. They follow from a phaseplane analysis in the spirit of
Sattinger [21]. A crucial role will be played by the asymptotics of U*+0 as
x  +. In general U*+0 decays as exp(&x). However, when :0(*)#0, the
decay is like x exp(&x) as proved in Propositions 2.3 and 2.4.
In Section 3 we formulate the problem for the perturbation W, the ansatz
for it can be found in (3.1) as U=U+*+a(x)W, where a(x)=exp(&x). The
justification of this choice has been given in [15]. We essentially require of
W to be in L2 near + and of (aW) to be in L2 near &. The ansatz
leads to Eq. (3.2), where the crucial term is the coefficient b(x, +) of W0 ,
which we call the ‘‘potential.’’ Besides the linearization of the quadratic
term it contains :0(*) and also contributions of the linearization from
higher-order nonlinear terms. Appropriate lower bounds for the potential
are given which permit to control the nonlinear terms in the subsequent
sections. The results of this section concern decay estimates for semigroups
generated by the operators L+, which are the proper linearization about the
given front. Moreover, the necessary estimates of the nonlinearity are given
in Lemmas 3.13.4.
The KPP-equation appears in the first equation of (1.6) if we set
G0(+2, U)=0, i.e., +=0 and U1=0. The front of critical speedwe set
#=&2is locally and ‘‘globally’’ stable. However, in contrast to the
noncritical case, decay in time is only polynomial. In Section 4, these
decay rates are determined for the local stability as well as for the global
one. In particular, Theorems 4.2 and 4.3 give estimates of the decay in
time of the nonlinear semigroup generated by the solution operator of
the KPP equation in the critical case, under the restriction, that the initial
condition of U0 is positive in a strict sense. It is well-known that if one
violates the positivity of the initial condition, one might have blow-up in
finite time.
Section 5 contains the core of the stability analysis. We always work in
spaces named X j, j=0 or 1, where X j=H j (R) & H j (R, a), and H j(R)
denotes the usual Sobolev-space. The term a indicates the measure a(x)2 dx
in forming theses spaces. As is noted in (3.15) the L-norm of
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W=(W0 , W1) can be estimated by a product of the corresponding H 0 norms
of W and xW. We use this fact in our assumption on the initial conditions
W0=(W 00 , W
0
1). As (5.1) shows, the upper-bounds of &W
0&X j depend on j
as well as on the components of W0. Thus we model, on the one hand,
initial-conditions which are rough (i.e., their derivatives can be a power
+&1 larger than the values of W0), on the other hand, the fact that W1 has
a much faster time-behavior than W0 . This is exploited in Theorem 5.1,
where it is shown that, after a time of the order O(+2 |log +| ), W0(t) and
+&2 W1(t) are of the same order. The local stability result then follows by
applying a sequence of Lyapunov-functionals to the full system. The final
result is formulated in Proposition 5.2. However, no explicit time decay is
given there. This is achieved for Lr-norms by applying a method of Nash
Moser type in Proposition 5.3, yielding decay estimates like t&:, where
:<14. Equality for the L-norm can be attained if a certain nonlinear
term is zero a priori (see Proposition 5.4). The results are summarized in
Theorem 5.7 and they confirm the conjecture that the long-time behavior of
a perturbation is determined by the scalar equation for W0(t).
In Section 6 we treat a slightly noncritical case for which we assume :0(*)=
:0q*q&1+O(*q), q1, :0q>0. Of course, one could prove exponential decay
like exp(&bq+2qt) for some positive bq using the methods in [15]. However,
this decay is shown here to be uniform in +, the precise result being stated
in Theorem 6.1.
The global stability of the front in the full system (3.2) is discussed in
the last section. The initial values are assumed to satisfy a lower estimate,
actually a little stronger than for the scalar case (d0>0), and an upper estimate
for W 00 which differs from the local one by a factor g0(+). Moreover, W
0
0
is assumed to be in L1(R) and bounded by g1(+) in its L1-norm. The functions
gj are bounded above by the powers +&pj satisfying 0<p j<1 and some
other conditions. In Theorem 7.3, one finds the details of the global
stability result. An interesting distinction has to be made, since the assump-
tions for d0>12 or d0<12 strongly effect the size of the admissible initial
conditions.
2. FRONTS OF THE KPP-SYSTEM
2.1. Existence of Fronts
In this section we briefly recall the construction of front-solutions for the
system (1.5) for *>0 small and #=&2, which has been done for general
|#|2 in [15]. We set *=+2 and assume that +0, without loss of
generality. In the case considered here, a front denotes a steady travelling
wave solution connecting two different equilibria.
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We write Eq. (1.5), for {=0, as a first-order system in !, for (+, u~ 0 , u~ 1)
# R+_R2(n+1), where u~ 0=(u0 , v0), v0=!u0, u~ 1=(u1 , v1), v1=!u1,
u~ =(u, v), v=!u and R
+=[0, +),
!+=0
! u~ 0=A 0(+) u~ 0&g~ 0(+2, u) (2.1)
! u~ 1=A 1(+) u~ 1&g~ 1(+2, u)
where g~ 0=(0, g0&u20), g~ 1=(0, g1)
A 0(+)=\ 0&+2
1
&2++ , A 1(+)=\
0
A1
Id
&2+ Id+ . (2.1a)
System (2.1) admits a local center-manifold W cloc of (+, u~ )=(0, 0) of dimen-
sion 3, i.e., there is a C p-mapping (p1 , q1): (R+_R2) & V  R2n & V such
that
W cloc=[(+, u~ ) | u~ 1=(p1(+, u~ 0), q1(+, u~ 0)), (+, u~ 0) # (R
+_R2) & V], (2.2)
where V is a suitable neighborhood of 0 in R+_R2(n+1) (see [5]). The
following properties hold: W cloc is locally invariant under the flow of (2.1)
and
p1 , q1 , Dp1 , Dq1 vanish for (+, u~ 0)=(0, 0)
p1(+, 0)=q1(+, 0)=0, (+, 0) # (R+_0) & V (2.3)
D2+u0 p1(0, 0)=D
2
+v0
p1(0, 0)=0
holds, where the last equality follows from (1.3).
System (2.1) is equivalent to the reduced system
!u~ 0=A 0(+) u~ 0&g~ 0(+2, u0+p1(+, u~ 0))
(2.4)
u~ 1=(p1 , q1)(+, u~ 0)
for solutions (+, u~ (!)) belonging to some open set D/V for all ! # R. We
describe D by the inequalities +<+1 , |u~ 0 |<r, |u~ 1 |<r, where r and +1 are
some positive constants. If we scale as follows
u0(!)=+2U0(x), v0(!)=+3V0(x), x=+!, (2.5)
we are led to the system
xU0=V0
(2.6+)
x V0=&2V0&U0+U 20++
2k0(+, U0 , V0)=F*(+, U0 , V0)
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with
+2k0(+, U0 , V0)=&+&4g0(+2, +2U0+p1(+, +2U0 , +3V0)). (2.7)
According to properties (2.2) and (2.3), we can choose +1 and R>0 such
that, whenever (+41++
6
1) R
2<r2, +<+1 and |U0 |2+|V0 | 2<R2 hold, (2.6+)
and (2.1) are equivalent. Applying the integral Taylor formula at the point
U 0 :=(U0 , V0)=0 to p1(+, +2U0 , +3V0), we obtain that p1(+, +2U0 , +3V0)
=+4p1*(+, U0 , V0), where p1* is a C p&3-function with p1*(+, 0)=0. Finally,
applying the integral Taylor formula at (+, U0 , U1)=(0, 0, 0) to the function
g0 , we prove that the function k0(+, U 0), defined in (2.7), is a C p&3-function,
for 0+<+1, |U 0 |<R, satisfying
k0(+, 0)=0, (2.8)
for 0+<+1. That a front-solution of (2.6+) exists, follows from
xU0=V0
(2.9)
xV0=&2V0&U0+U 20
via perturbation arguments. The equilibria of (2.9) are the saddle-point
e&0 =(1, 0), with eigenvalues _
&
\=&1\- 2, and the stable node e+0 =(0, 0),
with the double eigenvalue _+\=&1. A simple phaseplane analysis shows
the existence of a solution U *00#(U*00 ,V *00) of (2.9)unique up to transla-
tions in xconnecting e&0 and e
+
0 . It decays to its respective equilibria like
exp(_&+x) as x  &, and like x exp(&x) as x  +. Moreover, U*00(x)
/(0, 1) and V*00(x)0 hold for x # R. In the sequel, we shall denote by
U *00 the solution of (2.9) satisfying the additional requirement
U*00(0)= 12 (2.10).
For +>0 small, the unique existence of the equilibria e&+ =(e
&
+0 , 0)=
(1+O(+2), 0) as a saddle and e++ =e
+
0 =(0, 0) as a stable node follows
from the implicit function theorem applied to F(+, l )=F*(+, l, 0) at (+, l )
=(0, 1) and (0, 0) successively and from (2.8). The corresponding eigenvalues
are denoted by _&\(+), _
+
\(+). For small positive values of +, _
&
\(+) are real
numbers of opposite signs, while Re _+\(+) is negative. We have
_+\(+)=
1
2 (&2++
2DV0 k0(+, 0, 0)\2
12
+ ), (2.11)
where 2+=(&2++2DV0 k0(+, 0, 0))
2&4(1&+2DU0 k0(+, 0, 0)). Due to (1.2),
(1.3), and (2.7), we at once see that
(i) _+\(+)=&1 if :0(+
2)=0,
(2.12)
(ii) _+\(+)=&1\2+ - :0(+2) if :0(+2)>0.
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In particular, we can choose +0>0 small enough so that (2.12ii) holds, for
0<++0 if :0(0)>0. The case :0(+2)<0, which is not considered here,
leads to instability.
A front-solution U *+0=(U*+0 , V*+0) of (2.6+) connecting e&+ with e
+
+ has
been constructed in [15]. It satisfies
&U*+0&U*00&C 2b (R)C21+
2, (2.13)
for + # (0, +0] for some +0>0. Furthermore, as x  &,
U *+0&e&+ =c& exp(_
&
+(+ )x)(1+o(1)).
Define
U+*(x)=(U*+0(x), U*+1(x))=\U*+0 (x), 1+2 p1(+, +2U*+0(x), +3V*+0(x))+ , (2.14)
where p1 has been introduced in (2.2). Then, the following result holds
Theorem 2.1. For all sufficiently small values of +, say + # (0, +0 ], there
exists a time-independent front-solution U+*(x) of the system (1.6), satisfying
(2.14). Moreover, the following estimates hold:
&U+*&C 2b (R; R n+1)C22 , (2.15)
&U+*&(U*00 , 0)&C 2b (R; R n+1)C23+
2. (2.16)
Furthermore, we have
+&2 &U*+0(x)&U*00(x)&=o(1), as x  +, uniformly in +.
2.2. A PhasePlane Analysis
When +>0, we can still perform a phaseplane analysis of (2.6+), like
in [21]. With the properties (2.18) given below, we can justify Fig. 2.1 and
conclude that the triangle e++ e
&
+ B+ is a positively invariant region for the
flow defined by (2.6+), where B+=(e&+0 , _
+
+(+)e
&
+0).
Let (U0(x), V0(x)) be a trajectory of (2.6+). On the segment (e&+ , B+],
we have, for +>0 small enough,
x U0=V0<0,
x V0=&2V0&e&+0+(e
&
+0)
2++2k0(+, e&+0 , V0) (2.18a)
=V0 \&2++2 |
1
0
DV0 k0(+, e
&
+0 , sV0) ds+>0.
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Since F(+, l ) vanishes only at l=0 and l=e&+0 , for l # [0, e
&
+0], we conclude
that
xU0=V0=0,
(2.18b)
xV0=F(+, U0)<0,
on the segment (0, e&+ ). Using an integral Taylor formula, (2.8) and the fact
that DV0 k0(+, 0, 0)=0, we can write on the segment (0, B+)
xU0=V0=_++(+)U0<0,
(2.18c)x V0
xU0
=
&2_++(+)&1+U0++
2DU0 k0(+, 0, 0)++
2Q(+, U0)U0
_++(+)
where |Q(+, U0)|c, for 0<++0 . Since _++(+) is a solution of the
equation
*2+2*+(1&+2DU0 k0(+, 0, 0))=0,
we deduce from the above inequalities that on (0, B+), for +>0 small
enough,
{xU0<0,xV0>_++(+) xU0 . (2.18d)
Using this invariance property, we also show the following result:
FIGURE 2.1
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Lemma 2.2. We can choose positive constants +0 , C24 , C25 so that,
}
xU*+0
U*+0
(x) }C24 , (2.19)
and, for j=0, 1,
}
D jxU*+1
U*+0
(x) }C25+2 (2.20)
hold for all x # R, + # (0, +0].
Proof. We recall that U *+0 connects e
&
+ with e
+
+ . By [15, Lemma 2.3]
and the construction of U *+0 made in [15, Section 2], we know that, as
long as U *+0(x) stays in the ball BR2(e
&
+ , \), where \>0 is independent
of +, it belongs to the local unstable manifold W u+(e
&
+ , \) of e
&
+ and
V*+0(x)0, for + # [0, +0]. From this property and the positive invariance
of the triangle e++ e
&
+ B+ , we deduce that U *+0(x) lies inside this triangle, for
x # R, which implies
_++(+)
xU*+0
U*+0
(x)0. (2.21)
Taking into account the definition (2.14) of U*+1 , applying the integral
Taylor formula, and using the property p1(+, 0, 0)#0, we obtain
U*+1
U*+0
(x)=Du0p1(+, 0, 0)+Dv0 p1(+, 0, 0) +
xU*+0
U*+0
+|
1
0
(1&s) _D2u 20 p1(+, s+2U*+0 , s+3V*+0) +2U*+0
+2D2u0v0 p1(+, s+
2U*+0 , s+
3V*+0) +
3xU*+0
+D2v20 p1(+, s+
2U*+0 , s+
3V*+0) +
4
(xU*+0)
2
U*+0 & ds. (2.22)
On the other hand, the properties (2.3) and an application of the Taylor
formula give
Du~ 0 p1(+, 0, 0)=|
1
0
(1&s) D3u~ 0 +2 p1(s+, 0, 0) +
2 ds, (2.23)
where u~ 0=(u0 , v0).
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The estimate (2.20) for j=0 is now a direct consequence of (2.19), (2.22),
and (2.23). A similar argument leads to (2.20) for j=1, if one remarks that,
by (2.6+), (2.8), and (2.19), for + # (0, +0], x # R,
}
2xx U*+0
U*+0
(x) }c0 . (2.24)
2.3. Asymptotics of the Front U*+0(x) as x  + in the Case :0(*)#0
In this case, _+\(+)=&1 and the classical theory implies that
exp x
x
U*+0(x)=O(1) as x  +. (2.25)
In this section we are going to show that
lim
x  
exp x
x
U*+0(x)=;+; >0.
We also compare ;+ with ;0 , and (exp x) U*+0(x) with (exp x) U*00(x)
for x>0.
When :0(*)#0, DU0 k0(+, 0) and DV0 k0(+, 0) vanish identically. Due to
this fact and to (2.8), we can write (2.6+) as follows,
2xxU+2x U+U&U
2&+2[a20(+, U, xU )U2
+a11(+, U, xU ) U } xU+a02(+, U, xU )(xU )2]=0, (2.26+)
where aij (x) is a bounded C p&5-function for + # [0, +0], |(U, x U )|R0 ,
and the mapping (+, U) # [0, +0]_BC1b (R)(0, R0) [ a ij (+, U, xU ) # R is a
bounded C1-mapping, for (i, j )=(2, 0), (1, 1), or (0, 2).
If we make the transformation
U=exp(&x)Z, (2.27)
Eq. (2.26+) becomes
2xxZ&exp(&x) Z
2&+2 exp(&x) Z2 _a20(+, U, xU)+a11(+, U, xU ) xUU
+a02(+, U, xU ) \xUU +
2
&=0,
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as long as Z(x){0. We set: U*+0=exp(&x) Z+*. Since we are only interested
in the asymptotic behavior of the solution U*+0 of (2.26+), and know that
U*+0(x){0 for x # R, we are actually led to consider the following equation
2xx Z&exp(&x) Z
2(1++2F (+, x))=0, (2.28+)
where
F (+, x)=a20(+, U*+0 , xU*+0)+a11(+, U*+0 , xU*+0)
xU*+0
U*+0
+a02(+, U*+0 , xU*+0) \
xU*+0
U*+0 +
2
. (2.29)
The estimates (2.15), (2.19), and (2.24) imply that, for + # (0, +0], &F (+, x)&C1b (R)
c1, and that +0>0 can be chosen sufficiently small so that,
+2 &F (+, x)&C1b (R)
1
2 . (2.30)
Now, we can prove the following result:
Proposition 2.3. We can choose +0>0 small enough so that, for + # (0, +0 ],
there exists a real number ;+>0 satisfying
lim
x  +
1
x
(exp x) U*+0(x)=;+ , (2.31)
|;+&;0 |C26+2, (2.32)
and
;+> 12 ;0 . (2.33)
Proof. In view of (2.25) and the property U*+0(&)=e
&
+0 , we have
Z*+(x)
x
=O(1) as x  +, (2.34a)
Z+*(x)=O(exp x) as x  &. (2.34b)
Since Z+*(x)>0 for x # (&, +), we deduce from (2.28+) and (2.30)
that 2xx Z+*(x)>0. Hence, xZ+*(x) is strictly increasing in x # R.
Assume that xZ+*(x0)0 at some point x0 , then xZ+*(x)<0 for x<x0 ,
which contradicts (2.34b) and the positivity of Z+*. Therefore, x Z+* is a
positive function, and, in view of (2.34a), it is bounded from above.
Therefore, limx  + xZ+*(x)=;+ exists and ;+>0. It follows that
limx  +(Z+*(x)x)=;+ holds and (2.31) is proved. For +>0 small
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enough, (2.33) is a direct consequence of (2.32). Let us show (2.32). Multi-
plying (2.28+) by x Z+*(x), integrating the obtained equality from x to
+ and taking into account the properties (2.31) and (2.34a), we get
;2+&(x Z+*(x))
2=&
2
3
(Z+*(x))
3 exp(&x)(1++2F (+, x))
+
2
3 |
+
x
(Z+*(!))
3 exp(&!)[1++2(F (+, !)
&!F (+, !))] d!. (2.35)
Since xZ+*(&)=0, Z+*(x)=O(exp x) as x  &, and F belongs to
C1b(R), we can take the limit of (2.35) when x goes to &, and we obtain
;2+=
2
3 |
+
&
(exp 2!)(U*+0(!))
3 [1++2(F (+, !)&!F (+, !))] d!. (2.36)
The integrals in (2.36) are well-defined. We now write:
;2+&;
2
0=
2
3 |
+
&
(exp 2!)(U*+0(!))
3 +2[F (+, !)&!F (+, !)] d!
+
2
3 |
+
&
(exp 2!)(U*+0(!)&U*00(!))((U*+0(!))
2+U*+0(!) U*00(!)
+(U*00(!))
2) d!. (2.37)
But, due to the estimate (2.13) and to [15, Lemma 2.2], there exist positive
constants x1 and c2 such that, for + # [0, +0], xx1,
|U *+0(x)|c2 exp(&
3
4 (x&x1)), (2.38a)
|U *+0(x)&U *00(x)|c2 +
2 exp(&34 (x&x1)). (2.38b)
Now the estimate (2.33) is a direct consequence of the equality (2.37), of
the estimates (2.15), (2.30), (2.38a), and (2.38b), and of the remark ;+&;0
<( ;2+&;
2
0);0 . K
Proposition 2.4. For any positive number K, there exists xK>0 such
that, for + # [0, +0], xxK ,
(exp x) U*+0(x)K. (2.39)
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Proof. If we integrate the equation (2.28+) twice from ! to + and
from 0 to x successively, we obtain
Z+*(x)=;+ x+U*+0(0)&|
x
0
|
+
!
(exp s)(U*+0(s))
2 (1++2F (+, s)) ds d!.
(2.40)
Thanks to the estimates (2.15), (2.30), (2.38a), and (2.38b), we show that,
for + # [0, +0],
|
+
0
|
+
!
(exp s)(U*+0(s))
2 (1++2F (+, s)) ds d!c3 . (2.41)
Finally, from (2.40), (2.41), (2.33), (2.10), and (2.13), we infer that, for
+ # [0, +0], x0,
Z+*(x)
;0
2
x+
1
2
&|U*+0(0)&U*00(0)|&c3
;0
2
x&c4 . (2.42)
K
3. BASIC ESTIMATES
This section contains the necessary estimates for proving the local stability
of the fronts which we have constructed in the last section. These include
the long-time behavior of the linear semigroups as well as the appropriate
estimates of the nonlinearity. Most of that has been developed in our paper
[15], but it has to be extended to the case #=&2, treated here.
The results will be shown for two different classes of initial conditions
which differ by the degree of ‘‘roughness’’ they allow for small time. Their
background lies in the inequalities (3.15) below. They permit, if &W& ,
&aW& are given, different behaviors of W and xW in the space X1 with
respect to the parameter +, where X1 is defined below.
In order to obtain asymptotic stability for every front U+* we have to
exclude x U+* from the set of admissible functions. To this end we work in
weighted spaces. Set
U=U+*+aW, a(x)=exp(&x). (3.1)
For a justification of the weight a(x) see [15]. We obtain from (1.6)
t W0&2xx W0+b(x, +)W0=&aW
2
0+H0(+, W)
(3.2)tW1&
2
xx W1+\I1+ 1+2 A1+ W1=H1(+, W),
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where we have used the notations
A1=diag(:1 ,..., :n), I1=($ij)i, j=1,..., n ,
H=(H0 , H1), G*=G(+2, U+*(x)),
H0(+, W)=a&1(G0(+2, U+*(x)+aW)&G0*)&DU0 G0(+
2, U+*(x)), (3.3)
H1(+, W )=a&1(G1(+2, U+*(x)+aW)&G1*),
b(x, +)=2U*+0&DU0 G0(+
2, U+*(x)).
We write (3.2) in the abstract form
tW+L+W=Q(W)+H(+, W), (3.4)
where Q=(Q, 0), Q(W )=&aW 20 ,
L+W=&2xx W+\
b(x, +)W0
+ . (3.5)\I1+ 1+2 A1+ W1
The choice of appropriate spaces has been discussed in some detail in [15].
Hence we define without further comment the following spaces
Hk=Hk(R), & }&k , k # N, k0
Hk(a)=Hk(R, a), &u&2k, a= :
jk
&a jxu&
2
0 (3.6)
Xk=Hk & Hk(a), & }&X k .
Spaces of vector-valued functions are marked by script letters, like Xk. Hk(R)
denotes the usual Sobolev-space Wk, 2(R), and Hk(R, a)=[v # H kloc(R)
a jxv # L
2(R), 0 jk], equipped with the norm defined in (3.6).
Arguing as in Lemma 3.1 of [15], we can show that (&L+) generates a
holomorphic semigroup in X0 for t0. It will be shown that Q(W)+H(+, W)
is a local Lipschitz-continuous mapping from X1 into X0, whence we infer
that (3.4) defines a local nonlinear semigroup on X1 (see [12] and [15]).
We recall here the following estimates for exp(&L+1t) for t>0, j=0, 1,
&exp(&L+1 t)&L(H j, H j )exp \&\1+ :+2+ t+
&exp(&L+1 t)&L(X j, X j )exp \& :+2 t+ (3.7)
&exp(&L+1 t)&L(X0, X 1)C30(1+t&12) exp \& :+2 t+ .
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Remark that, if :0(*)=:0q*q&1+O(*q) with :0q>0, we could proceed
similarly to show that
&exp(&L+0 t)&L(X 0, X1)c(1+t&12) exp(&(:0q&=) +2qt)
holds. By applying the reduction theorem of [15], we could then show
local asymptotic stability of the front U+* in a ball BX 1(0, c+
2), its radius
depending on +. However, we shall be able to show more, namely exponen-
tial decay in a ball independent of +.
In contrast to the noncritical case (#<&2), we have to include the term
&DU0G0* in the linear operator L+0=&
2
xx+b(x, +). Later on we shall
need a lower bound of b(x, +). From (1.7) and (3.3), we can write b(x, +)
as
b(x, +)=2U*+0&+
&2Du0 g01(+
2, +2U+*(x))++
2:0(+2).
Applying the integral Taylor formula at the points (+2, 0) and (0, 0)
successively and using the hypotheses (1.3), we obtain
+&2Du0 g01(+
2, +2U+*(x))=+
2l00(+, x) U*+0+l
1
00(+, x) U*+1 , (3.8)
where, due to the estimate (2.15), the coefficients l00 and l 100 satisfy ( j=0, 1)
sup
x # R
sup
+ # [0, +0]
( | jx l00(+, x)|+&
j
x l
1
00(+, x)&L(Rn, R))c1 . (3.9)
Therefore, applying Lemma 2.2, we conclude, for j=0, 1,
| jx(+
&2Du0 g01(+
2, +2U+*(x)))|c2+
2U*+0(x). (3.10)
Now it follows from (3.3) and (3.10) that, for every positive =1, one can
choose +0>0 small enough to obtain
b(x, +)(2&=1) U*+0(x)++
2:0(+2)
(3.11)
b(x, +)(2&=1) U*+0(x)++
2(:0(0)&=1), if :0(0)>0,
for all x # R, + # [0, +0]. In the sequel we shall often choose +0>0 so that
b(x, +) 158 U*+0(x)++
2:0(+2). (3.12)
From (3.3), (3.10), and Lemma 2.2, we also deduce that
sup
x # R
sup
+ # [0, +0 ]
|xb(x, +)|
U*+0(x)
=C31<+. (3.13)
In contrast to the noncritical case #<&2, b does not possess a strictly
positive lower bound when #=&2 and :0(*)0 hold. Therefore, estimates
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of the nonlinearity H have to take advantage of decay properties of coef-
ficients in H, as x becomes large. As we know from Section 2, U*+0(x)
decays at least like exp(&x). Hence, monomials in W0 need at least one
coefficient a(x) or U*+0(x) to be controllable by the potential b(x, +). To
prove this, careful estimates on H are needed.
To perform this rather technical task we agree upon the following
notations: Since the following arguments require W # X1 and
&alW&
2R
+2
, + # (0, +0], l=0, 1 (3.14)
for some large R>0 and an appropriate +0>0, we shall fix R and +0 and
consider constants that depend only on R and +0 as universal. Throughout
the analysis we permit +0 to be diminished a finite number of times within
the positive reals. Moreover, we make use of the following obvious
estimates which hold for W # X1
&W&22 &W&0 &xW&0&W&
2
1
(3.15)
&aW&22 &W&0, a &xW&0, a&W&21, a .
Here the index ‘‘’’ indicates the L-norm in R.
To estimate H, we use the following integral Taylor formula:
H(+, W)=+&2Dug* } W&(+&2Du0 g0* } W0 , 0)
+|
1
0
(1&s) D2uug(+
2, +2(U+*+saW)) } (W, aW) ds
=+&2Dug* } W&(+&2Du0 g0* } W0 , 0)+
1
2D
2
uu g(0, 0)(W, aW)
++2 |
1
0
|
1
0
(1&s){D3uu*g(_+2, _+2(U+*+saW))(W, aW)
+D3uuu g(_+
2, _+2(U+*+saW))(W, aW, U+*+saW)] ds d_,
(3.16)
where we have set g*(x)=g(+2, +2U+*(x)), and where the derivative Dug*
is defined similarly.
Applying the integral Taylor formula at the point (+2, 0) to the mappings
+&2Du1 g0*, +
&2Dug1*, using the hypotheses (1.3), Theorem 2.1, and Lemma 2.2,
one shows as in (3.8), (3.9), (3.10), that, for j=0, 1, x # R, + # (0, +0],
& jx(+
&2Du1g0*(x))&L(Rn, R)+&
j
x(+
&2Du0 g1*(x))&L(R; R n)c3U*+0(x), (3.17)
& jx(+
&2Du1 g1*(x))&L(Rn, R n)c4.
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The estimates which lead to the following lemmas are now quite straight-
forward, if one takes into account the assumptions (1.3) on g, the inequalities
(3.15), and the estimates (3.17) of the derivatives Dug*. We use the second
identity of (3.16) and keep careful track of the x-dependent coefficients of
W and its derivatives. All estimates are pointwise in x # R and + # (0, +0].
While we suppress the explicit notation of the x-dependence, we denote the
dependence on + if it is essential. Moreover, only those estimates are given
which are used in the subsequent analysis.
Lemma 3.1. Let g # C p(R_Rn+1, Rn+1), p6, satisfy the requirements
stated in (1.3). Let +0 and R be positive constants and assume always that
(3.14) holds. Then the following estimates are valid for x # R, + # (0, +0];
(a) |Q(W)|aW 20
(b) |H0(+, W)|C32[+2aW 20+U*+0 |W1 |+|aW1 | ( |W0 |+_ |W1 | )
++2a2( |W0 |3+|W1 |3)], (3.18)
where C321.
The constant _ is defined as follows
_={1,+2,
if D2u1u1 g0(0, 0){0
if D2u1u1 g0(0, 0)=0
.
It has been introduced to study the influence of ‘‘critical ’’ terms of the
nonlinearity on the global stability of the fronts.
The following estimates will be widely used in Sections 5 and 7.
Lemma 3.2. Let the assumptions of Lemma 3.1 be valid and let _=1
hold. Then the following estimates are satisfied
(a) |H0(+, W)|+|Q(W )|C33[a(W 20+|W1 |
2)+U*+0 |W1 |]
(b) |H0(+, W )| 2+|Q(W )|2+|H1(+, W )|2
C33[a2(W 40+|W1 |
4)+U*+0 |W0 |
2+|W1 |
2]
(3.19)
(c) |H1(+, W )|C33[U*+0 |W0 |+|W1 |+a(W
2
0+|W1 |
2)]
(d) |xH1(+, W)|C33 [U*+0( |W0|+|xW0 |+|W1 | )+|xW1 |
+a(W 20+|W1|
2+|W| |xW| )],
where C331.
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The inequalities in the next lemma are given in a form convenient for
their use in Section 5, when we want to obtain L p-estimates, for p>2.
Lemma 3.3. Let the assumptions be as in Lemma 3.1, and let _=1 hold.
Then the following estimates are valid
(a) |H0(+, W)|+|Q(W)|C34 {a \W 20+ :
n
j=1
W 2j ++U*+0 :
n
j=1
|Wj |= ,
(3.20)
(b) |(H1(+, W)) i |C34 {U*+0 |W0 |+ :
n
j=1
|Wj |+a \W 20+ :
n
j=1
W 2j += ,
where i=1,..., n and C341.
Finally we formulate a few useful bounds for U*+0 .
Lemma 3.4. The following estimates are true for + # [0, +0]
U*+0(x)
1
3a(x) for x0 (3.21)
U*+0(x)
2
3U*00(0)=
1
3 for x0 (3.22)
Proof. Integrating (2.21) from 0 to x and using the properties U*+0(x)0,
_++(+)&1, we obtain
U*+0(x)U*+0(0)(exp &x).
Thus the inequality (3.21) is a direct consequence of the estimate (2.16) and
the fact that U*00(0)=
1
2 .
Since U*00(x) is a nonincreasing function of x, we note that U*00(x)
1
2
for x0. Thus (3.22) follows again from the property (2.16). K
4. GLOBAL (AND LOCAL) STABILITY OF THE FRONT U*00
Before studying the local stability of the front for the system, we recall
the known stability results for the central equation in the case +=0, that
is, for the scalar KPP-equation. The front of critical speed #=&2 for the
KPP-equation is still locally and globally stable under perturbations in X 1,
but the decay rate in time of the perturbed solutions towards the front is
only polynomial (for example, see [4, 9, 10, 14]). More precisely, after
having set U0=U*00+a(x)W0 , one shows that if the initial data W 00 is
‘‘small enough’’ in X1, then the solution W0(t) of the equation
t W0&2xxW0+2U*00W0=&aW
2
0 , (4.1)
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satisfying W0(0)=W 00 , exists for all time and stays bounded in X
1. Moreover,
the quantities &W0(t)&1, a and &xW0(t)&0 converge to 0 like (1+t)&12,
while &W0(t)& converges to 0 like (1+t)&14. If, in addition, W 00 belongs
to L1(R), then &W0(t)&0 and &W0(t)& converge to 0 like (1+t)&14 and
(1+t)&12, respectively. Under additional hypotheses, it is shown in [9]
that &W0(t)& converges to 0 like (1+t)&34.
In this section, we shall recall global stability results of the solutions
W0(t) of (4.1) and give the precise estimates of the time decay of W0(t) in
various spaces. In order to recall the global existence result proved in [15]
for example (see also [10]), we need to introduce some additional notation.
For &1d1, we introduce the linear operator
Ld0=&
2
xx+(1+d )U*00 . (4.2)
We denote by 7d (t) the linear semigroup exp(&Ld0 t) generated by &L
d
0
and by S0(t) the nonlinear semigroup associated with (4.1). Finally, we set
U0(x)=&U*00(x) exp x. (4.3)
Combining the results of [15] and [10], we can state the following
theorem.
Theorem 4.1. Let W 00 # X
1, with W 00(1&d )U
0, where 0d1. Then
S0(t)W 00 exists for t # [0, ) and we have,
(1&d ) U0S0(t) W 0071(t)W
0
0 , (4.4a)
and
7&1(t)W 0&0 7d (t)W
0&
0 S0(t)W
0
071(t)W
0
07&1(t)W
0+
0 , (4.4b)
where W 0&0 (x)=inf (0, W
0
0(x)), W
0+
0 (x)=sup(0, W
0
0(x)).
Remark that (4.1) defines a gradient system with Lyapunov functional
F0(W0(t))= 12&xW0(t)&
2
0+R U*00W
2
0(t, x) dx+
1
3R a(x)W
3
0(t, x) dx. In [10],
using this Lyapunov functional together with other energy functionals, we
obtained the various time decay rates stated below, if W 00(1&d)U
0,
for 0<d1.
Theorem 4.2. Let 0<d1 and let W 00 # X
1, with W 00(1&d )U
0, then
S0(t)W 00 satisfies the following estimates, for t0,
&S0(t)W 00&0&W 00 &0 (4.5a)
&x(S0(t)W 00)&0C41(1+t)
&12 (&W 00 &1+&W
0
0&
54
X 0 &W
0
0 &
14
X1 ) (4.5b)
&S0(t)W 00 &C41(1+t)
&14 &W 00&
12
0 &W
0
0 &
12
1 (4.5c)
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and
&S0(t)W 00 &0, aC1d inf (&W
0
0&X 0 , (1+t)
&14 &W 00&
12
X 0 &W
0
0&
12
X 1 ) (4.5d)
&S0(t)W 00 &1, aC1d (1+t)&12 (&W 00&X1+&W 00&54X 0 &W 00&14X 1 ) (4.5e)
&aS0(t)W 00 &C1d inf ((1+t)
&14 &W 00&
12
X 1 &W
0
0&
12
X 0 ,
(1+t)&12 &W 00&X 1), (4.5f)
where C1d is a positive constant depending only on d.
Sketch of the Proof. Multiplying (4.1) by S0(t)W 00 and using the property
(4.4a), we obtain that (ddt) &S0(t)W 00 &
2
00, which implies (4.5a).
Obviously, the inequality (4.5a) also holds, when S0(t) is replaced by 7$(t),
where $ # [&1, 1].
Since S0(t)W 00(1&d )U
0, we can apply [10, Lemmas 2.3, 2.4, and
Section 3] to show that
&x(S0(t)W 00)&
2
0c1(1+t)
&1 F0(W 00), (4.6)
where F0 has been defined after Theorem 4.1. The estimate (4.5b) then follows
from (3.15) and (4.6). In the same way, using [10, Lemmas 2.3, 2.4, and
Section 3], one shows that, for $ # [&1, 1],
&x(7$(t)W 00)&0c2(1+t)
&12 &W 00&1 , (4.7)
which implies, with the estimate &7$(t)W 00 &0&W
0
0&0 , that
&7$(t)W 00 &c3(1+t)
&14 &W 00 &
12
0 &W
0
0&
12
1 . (4.8)
The inequality (4.5c) is then a direct consequence of (4.4b) and (4.8).
Now we prove the estimate (4.5d). To this end, we set W0(t)=S0(t)W 00
and introduce the functional E0, a(W0(t))= 12&W0(t)&
2
0, a . If we take the
inner product in L2(R) of (4.1) with a2W0 , use the identity (5.24) below
and the property (4.4a), we obtain
1
2
d
dt
&W0 &20, a+|
R
a2 \(1+d ) U*00(x)&1&d4+ W 20(x) dx+
d
4
&W0&20, a0.
(4.9)
Since U*00(&)=1, there exists ;d<0 such that
(1+d) U*00(;d)&1&
d
4
0. (4.10)
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From (4.9) and (4.10), we infer that, for t0,
d
dt
E0, a(W0(t))+
d
2
E0, a(W0(t))\1+d4+ |
+
;d
(exp(&2x)) W 20(x) dx,
(4.11)
which, after integration and use of (4.5a) or (4.5c), implies (4.5d). Again,
one remarks that the estimate (4.5d) still holds, when S0(t)W 00 and C1d are
replaced by 7$(t)W 00 and C1$ , if $ # (0, 1].
Since S0(t)W 00(1&d )U
0, the estimate (4.5e) easily follows from [10,
Lemmas 2.3, 2.4, and Estimate (3.1)]. Likewise, using the same arguments,
one shows that, for $ # (0, 1],
&7$(t)W 00 &1, aC1$(1+t)&12 &W 00&X1 ,
which, together with the estimate (4.5d) for 7$(t)W 00 and the property
(3.15), implies the corresponding inequality (4.5f ) for 7$(t)W 00 . Then the
estimate (4.5f) for S0(t)W 00 follows by applying Theorem 4.1. K
When in addition W 00 belongs to L
1(R), we can improve the above
estimates and show that &S0(t)W 00&0 goes to 0 like (1+t)&14.
Theorem 4.3. Let 0<d1 and let W 00 # X
1 & L1(R), with W00(1&d)U
0,
then S0(t)W 00 satisfies the following estimates, for t0,
&S0(t)W 00 &L 1(R)C42 &W 00&L 1 (R) (4.12a)
&S0(t)W 00 &0C42(1+t)
&14 (&W 00&0+&W
0
0 &L1(R)) (4.12b)
&x(S0(t)W 00)&0C42(1+t)
&34 (&W 00&1+&W
0
0 &L1(R)
+&W 00&
14
X0 &W
0
0&
14
X 1 (&W
0
0&X 0+&W
0
0 &L 1(R))), (4.12c)
&S0(t)W 00 &C42(1+t)
&12 (&W 00&
12
1 (&W
0
0&
12
0 +&W
0
0 &
12
L1(R))
+&W 00&L 1 (R)), (4.12d)
and
&S0(t)W 00&0, aC2d (1+t)
&14 (&W 00&X0+&W
0
0&L1(R)), (4.12e)
&S0(t)W 00&1, aC2d (1+t)
&34 (&W 00&X1+&W
0
0&L1(R)
+&W 00&
14
X0 &W
0
0&
14
X1 (&W
0
0&X0+&W
0
0&L1(R))), (4.12f)
&aS0(t)W 00&C2d inf((1+t)
&34 (&W 00&X 1+&W
0
0&L1(R)),
(1+t)&12 [&W 00&12X1 (&W 00&12X0 +&W 00&12L1(R))+&W00&L1(R)]),
(4.12g)
where C2d is a positive constant depending only on d.
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Proof. A simple application of the maximum principle (see [19,
Chapter 3, Theorem 10]) implies that, for $ # [&1, 1],
7$(t)W 0+0 0 (resp. 7$(t)W
0&
0 0). (4.13)
But, one also has
|
R
(7$(t)W 0+0 ) dx|
R
W 0+0 dx, |
R
(7&1(t)W 0&0 ) dx|
R
W 0&0 dx,
(4.14)
which, together with (4.13), implies for t0,
&7$(t)W 00 &L 1(R)c1 &W
0
0&L 1 (R) . (4.15)
Assume now that W 00{0. Remarking that (ddt)(&7$(t)W
0
0&
2
0)
&2 &x(7$(t)W 00)&
2
0 and using the Nash inequality
& fx &20C43
& f &60
& f &4L 1(R)
, (4.16)
valid for any function f in H 1(R) & L1(R), we obtain, thanks to (4.15), that
d
dt
(&7$(t)W 00&
2
0)&c2
&7$(t) W 00&
6
0
&W 00&4L 1 (R)
. (4.17)
From (4.17), we derive, after integration, that, for $ # [&1, 1],
&7$(t)W 00 &0c3(1+t)
&14 (&W 00 &0+&W
0
0&L 1(R)). (4.18)
The estimates (4.12a), (4.12b) are a direct consequence of (4.15), (4.18),
and Theorem 4.1, while (4.12e) follows from (4.11) and (4.12b). The same
type of argument allows to show that the estimate (4.12e) still holds, when
S0(t)W 00 and C2d are replaced by 7$(t)W
0
0 and C2$ , if $ # (0, 1].
Since S0(t)W 00(1&d )U
0, the estimates (4.12c) and (4.12f ) easily
follow from [10, Lemmas 2.2, 2.3, and Section 3] and the estimates (4.5b),
(4.5c), and (4.12b). Likewise, one shows that one has, for $ # [&1, 1],
&x(7$(t)W 00)&0c4(1+t)
&34 (&W 00 &1+&W
0
0&L 1 (R)), (4.19)
and, for $ # (0, 1],
&7$(t)W 00 &1, ac5$(1+t)&34 (&W 00&X 1+&W 00 &L 1 (R)) (4.20)
The above inequalities, together with (4.18) and the corresponding estimate
(4.12e) for 7$(t)W 00 , imply that, for $ # (0, 1], 7$(t)W
0
0 satisfies the estimates
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(4.12d) and (4.12g). Finally, it follows from Theorem 4.1 that S0(t)W 00
satisfies the estimates (4.12d) and (4.12g). K
5. LOCAL STABILITY OF THE FRONT FOR THE SYSTEM
Here we shall show that the front U+* is locally stable under perturba-
tions in X1. The perturbations decay at least polynomially and inherit the
rate of decay from the scalar KPP-equation. However, the proof of this fact
will be more involved than the corresponding one in Section 4. Indeed, we
cannot expect the system (3.2) to have a Lyapunov functional nor to be of
gradient-like nature. On the other hand, as opposed to the non-critical
case, the potential part b(x, +) in the W0-equation of System (3.2) is no
longer bounded below by a strictly positive constant. Therefore the applica-
tion of the reduction theorem of [15] is no longer possible. It will be
preferable to work with the full system (3.2) and exploit the positivity of
some crucial coefficients in the linear part, and also the knowledge that the
W1 -component is rapidly decaying to some term of order +2.
We choose a method reminiscent of the one developed by Eckmann and
Wayne [6], but use more adequate energy-functionals. All terms containing
at least one factor in W1 can be controlled by the linear part in W1 , whereas
all terms being powers of W0 have to be controlled by the potential part
in the W0-equation of System (3.2). Afterwards, we show that &W(t)&Lr (R)
decays like (1+t)&(r&2)4r for 2<r<+, by adapting the ideas of Nash,
as explained in [7]. It follows immediately that &W(t)&1, a also decays like
(1+t)&(r&2)4r. Finally, the same property holds for &W1(t)&X 1.
5.1. A Short-Time Argument
We show local stability results for initial conditions W0=(W 00 , W
0
1) # X
1
satisfying, for some l>0,
{&W
0
0 &X j0$0+
l(1&2 j),
&W01&X j0$1 +
l(1&2 j )&1, j=0, 1,
(5.1)
where the positive numbers $0 , $1 , + are chosen small. The special form of
the right-hand-side of (5.1), with respect to +, allows initial data, which are
relatively ‘‘rough’’ (see [15]).
We set
T0(+)=
2+2
:
log +&3. (5.2)
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Theorem 5.1. There exist positive numbers $ , +0 such that, for + # (0, +0 ],
and for all positive numbers $0 , $1 with max($0 , $1 )$ , the solution W(t)#
(W0(t), W1(t)) of System (3.2), with initial data W0 of the form (5.1), exists
on the time interval [0, T0(+)]. The following estimates hold, for j=0, 1,
&W0(t)&X j+l(1&2j )C51($0+$21+$1++$ +
2T0(+)), for 0tT0(+)
(5.3a)
and
&W1(T0(+))&X j+ l(1&2j )C51 +2$ . (5.3b)
Since the proof of this result is analogous to the proof of Theorem 5.2
of [15], we omit it.
5.2. Local Stability Results
In view of Theorem 5.1, we can now restrict the analysis to initial
conditions of the form
&W 00&X je0+
l(1&2 j ), &W 01 &X je1+
l(1&2 j ), j=0, 1,
where the positive numbers e0 , e1 , + are chosen sufficiently small. We could
consider that e0=C51($0+$21+$1 ++$ +
2T0(+)) and e1=C51+2$ . But
hereafter, we do not need this precise assumption. We simply assume that
&W 00&Xj+&W
0
1&X je+
l(1&2j ), (5.4)
where e is a positive number, e<1.
At first, we show the following existence and decay result, which is global
in time.
Proposition 5.2. There are small positive numbers e and +0 , so that, for
+ # (0, +0 ] and for any initial data W0 satisfying (5.4), there exists a unique
solution W(t)=(W0(t), W1(t)) of (3.2) in C0([0, +); X1) with W(0)=W0.
Moreover, the following properties hold,
&W(t)&X jN1 &W 0&X jN1e+ l(1&2j ), j=0, 1, (5.5)
where N1 is given in (5.8), and
lim
t  +
(&xW(t)&0+&W(t)&+&W1(t)&0
+:0(+2) &W0(t)&0+&W(t)&1, a)=0. (5.6)
Proof. Since &L+ is the infinitesimal generator of an analytic semigroup
(see Section 3 and [15, Lemma 3.1]) and that Q( } )+H(+, } ) is a locally
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Lipschitzian function from X1 into X0 (that is, Q( } )+H(+, } ) is a Lipschitzian
function from any bounded ball BX 1(0, \) of X1 into X0), Eq. (3.2) defines
a local nonlinear C0-semigroup on X1 (see [18, Theorem 6.3.1]). Moreover,
for any constant N1>1, for any e, 0<e<1, there exists a positive time
T1(+, e)#T1 such that the local solution W(t) of (3.2), with initial condi-
tions of the form (5.4), satisfies, for t # [0, T1),
&W0(t)&X j+&W1(t)&X j<N1e+l(1&2j ) (5.7)
for j=0, 1, and, if T1<+, then, at least one of the two inequalities
becomes an equality for t=T1. Here we choose
N1=2(- 1+K1+- 1+25K2 exp(&2;0)), (5.8)
where K1 , ;0 , K2 are defined in (5.18b), (5.25), (5.31b), respectively. We
shall assume below that T1(+)<+ and show that the strict inequalities
(5.7) hold for t=T1(+). This implies T1(+)=+. We prove this property
by studying successively the time evolution of four adequate functionals
and by using the positivity of b(x, +). To simplify, we choose e so small
that
e~ =N1e1.
In the sequel, c1 , c2 , ... denote positive constants independent of e, +, +0 .
The proof consists of four steps.
1. We consider the functional E0(W )= 12 &W&
2
0 . If we take the inner
product in L2(R)n+1 of (3.2) with W(t), apply Theorem 2.1 and Lemma 3.2
and remark that, for example, for l0,
2C33 |
R
alU*+0 |W0 | |W1 | dx

1
8 |R U*+0 |W0 |
2 al dx+8C 233 |
R
U*+0 |W1 |
2 al dx (5.9)
we obtain, for 0tT1,
1
2
d
dt
&W(t)&20+&xW(t)&
2
0+|
R \b(x, +)&
U*+0
8 + W 20 dx
+\1+ :+2&8C 233C22&C33+ &W1(t)&20
C33 |
R
a( |W0 |2 |W|+|W1 | 2 |W| ) dx. (5.10)
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Since, by (3.21) and (3.22), U*+0 and thus b(x, +) are estimated differently
on the intervals (&, 0] and [0, +), we shall decompose the first term
of the sum on the right-hand-side of (5.10) into two integrals. Using the
estimates (3.15) and (5.7), we can write
|
R
a |W0 |2 |W| dx|
0
&
W 20(x) &aW& dx+|
+
0
aW 20(x) &W& dx
- 2 e~ \|
0
&
W 20(x) dx+|
+
0
aW 20(x) dx+
- 2 e~ |
R
a*(x) W 20(x) dx, (5.11)
where
a*(x)={1a(x)
if x<0,
if x0.
Remark that the second term of the sum in the right-hand-side of (5.10) is
simply bounded by - 2 e~ &W1&20 . Now using the estimates (3.12), (3.21),
(3.22), we deduce from (5.10), (5.11) and the preceding remark that,
1
2
d
dt
&W(t)&20+&xW(t)&
2
0+|
R \
U*+0
4
++2:0(+2)+ W 20 dx
+\12&- 2 C33e~ + |R a*W 20 dx+\1+
:
+2
&8C 233C22
&C33(1+- 2 e~ )+ &W1(t)&200.
Now we choose e~ (that is, e) and +0 so that
1
8
&- 2 C33e~ 0,
:
2+20
&
3
8
&8C 233C22&C33(1+- 2 e~ )0. (5.12)
Then the above inequality reads, for 0tT1,
d
dt
(E0(W(t)))&&xW(t)&20
&\|R \
U*+0
4
++2:0(+2)+ W 20 dx+ :2+2 &W1(t)&20+ . (5.13)
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Integrating (5.13) from 0 to T1, we also obtain for 0tT1,
&W(t)&20&W
0&20+
2le2. (5.14)
2. Now we estimate the term &x W(t)&20 . Take the inner product in
L2(R)n+1 of (3.2) with &2xxW, apply a Young inequality, and obtain
1
2
d
dt
&xW(t)&20+
1
2
&2xxW(t)&
2
0+\ :+2+1+ &x W1(t)&20
+|
R
(b(x, +)(xW0)2+xb(x, +) W0 } xW0) dx
|
R
(a2W 40+|H0 |
2+|H1 |
2) dx. (5.15)
Applying (3.13) and the Young inquality, we get, for l0,
}|R a lxb(x, +) W0 } xW0 dx }

1
2 \|R al U*+0(x W0)2 dx+C 231 |R alU*+0W 20 dx+ . (5.16)
Thus, we infer from (5.15), by using (3.12) and Lemma 3.2, that, for
0tT1 ,
1
2
d
dt
&xW(t)&20+\ :+2+1+ &xW1(t)&20
+|
R \
11
8
U*+0++
2:0(+2)+ (xW0)2 dx
|
R
U*+0 \C33+C
2
31
2 + W 20 dx
+C33 \&W1(t)&20+|R a2(x)(W 40(x)+|W1(x)|4) dx+ . (5.17)
In view of (5.13) and (5.17), we can build a non-negative functional E1(W),
which contains the term &xW(t)&20 and is nonincreasing in time. We set
E1(W)=
1
2
(&xW&20+K1 &W&20) (5.18a)
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where
K1=4 \C33+C
2
31
2
+3+ . (5.18b)
If we add K1 times the inequality (5.13) to the estimate (5.17) and use the
inequalities (3.21), (3.22), (3.15), and (5.7) like in Step 1, we obtain, for
0tT1 ,
d
dt
E1(W(t))+K1 &xW(t)&20+\ :+2+1+ &xW1(t)&20
+(1&2C33 e~ 2) |
R
a*W 20 dx+\K1:2+2 &C33(1+2e~ 2)+ &W1(t)&200.
(5.19)
Now we choose e~ and +0 so that (5.12) and
1&2C33e~ 20,
K1 :
2+20
&C33(1+2e~ 2)0 (5.20)
hold. Then (5.19) reads
d
dt
E1(W(t))+K1 &x W(t)&20+\ :+2+1+ &xW1(t)&200, (5.21)
which implies, in particular, that, for 0tT1 ,
&xW(t)&20+K1 &W(t)&
2
0(1+K1) &W
0&21(1+K1) +
&2le2. (5.22)
3. It remains to estimate W(t) in the weighted norm of H1(R, a). At
first, we study the evolution of E0, a(W(t))= 12&W(t)&20, a . If we take the inner
product in L2(R)n+1 of 3.2 with a2W(t), apply Theorem 2.1, Lemma 3.2,
and use (5.9) with l=2, we obtain, for 0tT1 ,
1
2
d
dt
&W(t)&20, a&|
R
a2W1 } 2xxW1&|
R
a2W0 } 2xxW0
+|
R \b(x, +)&
U*+0
8 + a2W 20 dx
+\1+ :+2&8C 233C22&C33+ &W1(t)&20, a
C33 |
R
a2(W 20+|W1 |
2) |aW| dx. (5.23)
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Applying the following identity
|
R
a2w } 2xx w=2 |
R
a2w2 dx&|
R
a2(xw)2 dx
=(1+’) |
R
a2w2 dx&’ |
R
a2(xw)2 dx
&(1&’) |
R
(x(aw))2 dx (5.24)
with ’= 14 and w replaced by W0 or W1 and using (3.12), we infer from
(5.23) that
1
2
d
dt
&W(t)&20, a+
1
4
&xW(t)&20, a+|
R
a2W 20\74 U*+0&
5
4+ dx
+\ :+2&
1
4
&8C 233 C22&C33+ &W1(t)&20, a
C33 |
R
a2(W 20+|W1 |
2) |aW| dx.
Since limx  & U*00(x)=1, due to Theorem 2.1, we can choose +0>0
sufficiently small and a real number ;0 so that, for + # (0, +0],
x # (&, ;0],
7
4
U*+0(x)&
5
4

1
4
, (5.25)
holds. Due to the inequalities (3.15), (5.7), and (5.25), we thus derive that
1
2
d
dt
&W(t)&20, a+
1
4
&xW(t)&20, a+
1
8
&W(t)&20, a+\18&- 2 C33 e~ + &W0(t)&20, a
+\ :+2&
3
8
&8C 233C22&C33(1+- 2 e~ )+ &W1(t)&20, a

3
2 |
+
;0
a2W 20 dx. (5.26)
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Since e~ and +0 satisfy the condition (5.12), it follows from (5.26) that,
for 0tT1,
d
dt
E0, a(W(t))+
1
4
E0, a(W(t))
3
2 |
+
;0
a2W 20 dx, (5.27)
which yields, after integration,
E0, a(W(t))exp \&t4+ E0, a(W 0)
+
3
2
exp \&t4+ |
t
0
exp \s4+ \|
+
;0
a2W 20(x, s) dx+ ds. (5.28)
In particular, we deduce from (5.14) and (5.28) that, for 0tT1,
&W(t)&20, a(1+12 exp(&2;0)) &W0&2X 0(1+12 exp(&2;0)) +2le2.
(5.29)
4. Finally, we estimate the term &xW(t)&20, a . Taking the inner product
in L2(R)n+1 of (3.2) with &x(a2xW), using the estimate (5.16) with l=2
and the estimate (3.12), and applying Theorem 2.1 as well as the following
identity
|
R
2xxw } x(a
2xw) dx&
1
2 |R
1
a2
(x(a2xw))2 dx
=
1
2
&2xx w&
2
0, a&2 &xw&
2
0, a ,
we obtain, for 0tT1,
1
2
d
dt
&xW(t)&20, a+\ :+2&1+ &xW1(t)&20, a
+|
R
a2 \118 U*+0++2:0(+2)+ (xW0)2 dx
2 &xW0(t)&20, a+
C 231
2 |R a
2U*+0 W
2
0 dx
+|
R
a2(a2W 40+|H0 |
2+|H1 |2) dx,
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or also, due to Lemma 3.3, and the estimates (3.15), (5.7),
1
2
d
dt
&xW(t)&20, a+\ :+2&1+ &xW1(t)&20, a
+|
R
a2 \118 U*+0++2:0(+2)+ (xW0)2 dx
2 &xW0(t)&20, a+\C33+C
2
31
2 + |R a2U*+0W 20 dx+2e~ 2C33 &W0(t)&20, a
+C33(1+2e~ 2) &W1(t)&20, a . (5.30)
Like in the second step of this proof, we introduce a non-negative, non-
increasing functional E1, a( } ) defined by
E1, a(W)=
1
2
(&xW&20, a+K2 &W&
2
0, a), (5.31a)
where
K2=16 \\C33+C
2
31
2 + C22+3C33+ . (5.31b)
If we add K2 times the inequality (5.26) to the estimate (5.30), use Theorem 2.2
and the fact that e~ and +0 satisfy the condition (5.12), we obtain, for
0tT1 ,
d
dt
(E1, a(W(t)))+
1
8
E1, a(W(t))+\ :+2&1+ &xW1(t)&20, a

3K2
2 |
+
;0
a2W 20 dx, (5.32)
or also, after integration,
E1, a(W(t))exp \&t8+ E1, a(W 0)
+
3K2
2
exp \&18 t+ |
t
0
exp \18 s+\|
+
;0
a2W 20 dx+ ds. (5.33)
In particular, we deduce from (5.14) and (5.33) that, for 0tT1,
&xW(t)&20, a+K2 &W(t)&
2
0, a+
&2l (1+25K2 exp(&2;0)) &W0&2X1 . (5.34)
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From the inequalities (5.14), (5.22), (5.29), and (5.34), we finally infer that,
for 0tT1(+),
&W(t)&X j
N1
2
&W 0&X1<+ l(1&2 j )N1 e, (5.35)
which contradicts the assumption T1<+. Thus, the solution W(t) of
(3.2) exists on [0, ). Since E0(W(t)) and E1(W(t)) are non-negative,
nonincreasing functions of t, limt  + &W(t)&0 and limt  + &W(t)&1
exist. Integrating the inequality (5.13) from 0 to t yields
|
+
0 \&xW(s)&20+
:
2+2
&W1(s)&20+
1
4 |R (U*+0++
2:0(+2)) W 20(x, s) dx+ ds

1
2
&W0&20 , (5.36)
which implies that
lim
t  + \&xW(t)&20+&W1(t)&20+|R (U*+0++2:0(+)) W 20(x, t) dx+=0.
(5.37)
From (3.15), (5.14), and (5.37), it also follows that
lim
t  +
&W(t)&=0. (5.38)
Furthermore, the inequality (5.32) can be rewritten as
d
dt
E1, a(W(t))+
1
8
E1, a(W(t))
3K2
4
exp(&2;0) &W0(t)&2 . (5.39)
Integrating the inequality (5.39) from t to +, using the fact that E1, a(W(s))
is bounded for s in [0, +), and taking into account the property (5.38),
limt  + &W(t)&1, a=0 is implied. Proposition 5.2 is thus proved. K
Remark 5.1. If :0(+2)=0, we do not know the limit of &W0(t)&0 as
t  +.
5.3. Lr-Estimates of W(t) for r>2
Next, we give a decay rate in time of the solution W(t) of (3.2) in the
space Lr(R)n+1, for r>2. To this end, we use the classical methods for
estimating solutions of second-order parabolic equations, started by Nash
and Moser. We adapt these arguments, as presented in [7] and show
the following explicit decay in time. In the sequel, |W|Lp denotes
(ni=0 R |Wi |
p dx)1p, for 1p<+.
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Proposition 5.3. Let 2<r^<+. The constant e in Proposition 5.2,
can be chosen small enough so that the solution W(t) of System (3.2), with
initial conditions W0 of the form (5.4), satisfies, for r # [2, r^]
&W(t)&LrC52t&(r&2)4r &W 0&0C52t&(r&2)4r+le, t>0, (5.40)
if + # (0, +0(r^)], where +0(r^)+0 is a positive number depending on r^, and
C52 is a positive constant independent of +, e and r^.
Proof. At first we establish a general inequality connecting the L2p-norm
of the global solution W(t) of (3.2) with the L p-norm of it, for any integer
p2. If we take the inner product in L2(R)n+1 of (3.2) with the vector
t(W 2p&10 , W
2p&1
1 ,..., W
2p&1
n ) and apply Lemma 3.3, we obtain, for t0,
1
2p
d
dt
&W(t)&2pL2p&
2p&1
p2
:
n
i=0
|
R
(x(W pi ))
2 dx&|
R
b(x, +) W 2p0 dx
& :
n
i=1 \
:i
+2
+1+ |R W 2pi dx+A1(t)+A2(t), (5.41)
where A1(t), A2(t) are given by
A1(t)=C34 _|R U*+0 \ |W0 | 2p&1 \ :
n
j=1
|Wj |++|W0 | :
n
j=1
|W j |2p&1+ dx
+|
R
:
n
i=1
|Wi |2p&1 \ :
n
j=1
|Wj |+ dx& , (5.42)
A2(t)=C34 |
R
a _ |W0 |2p+1+W 20 :
n
i=1
|W i |2p&1
+\ :
n
j=1
W 2j +\ :
n
i=0
|W i |2p&1+& dx. (5.43)
Now we estimate the terms A1(t) and A2(t). Using the Young inequality,
we obtain,
C34 U*+0 |W0 |
2p&1 \ :
n
j=1
|Wj |+

2p&1
2p
U*+0 |W0 |
2p+
n2p&1
2p
C 2p34U*+0 \ :
n
j=1
|Wj |2p+ , (5.44)
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C34 U*+0 |W0 | \ :
n
j=1
|W j |2p&1+

1
2p
U*+0 |W0 |
2p+
2p&1
2p
C 2p(2p&1)34 n
1(2p&1)U*+0 \ :
n
j=1
|Wj |2p+ , (5.45)
and
C34 \ :
n
j=1
|Wj |+\ :
n
j=1
|Wj |2p&1+nC34 \ :
n
j=1
W 2pj + , (5.46)
from which we deduce, by also using Theorem 2.1,
A1(t)U*+0 |W0 |
2p+
C 2p34n
2p&1
2p
C22 \ :
n
j=1
|Wj | 2p++c1 :
n
j=1
|Wj |2p, (5.47)
where c1 is a constant independent of e, +, and p. Using the Young
inequality several times, as well as (3.15), (5.7), and Theorem 2.1, we can
write,
A2(t)c2 |
R
a :
n
j=0
|Wj |2p+1 dxc3e~ \|R a*W 2p0 dx+&W1(t)&2pL2p+ . (5.48)
From (3.11), (3.21), (3.22), (5.41), (5.47), and (5.48), it follows that,
1
2p
d
dt
&W(t)&2pL2p&
2p&1
p2
:
n
i=0
|
R
(x(W pi ))
2 dx&\ 712&c3e~ + |R a*W 2p0 dx
&\ :+2+1&c1&c3e~ &
n2p&1
2p
C 2p34C22+ &W1(t)&2pL2p .
(5.49)
If we now choose positive constants e~ =N1e and +2p+0 so that (5.12),
(5.20), and
7
12
&c3e~ 0,
:
(+2p)2
+1&c1&c3 e~ &
n2p&1
2p
C 2p34C220 (5.50)
hold, we deduce from (5.49) that, for t0,
1
2p
d
dt
&W(t)&2pL2p&
2p&1
p2
:
n
i=0
|
R
(x(W pi ))
2 dx, (5.51)
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which implies, due to the Nash inequality (4.16),
1
2p
d
dt
&W(t)&2pL2p&
2p&1
p2
c4 :
n
i=0
(R W 2pi dx)
3
(R |Wi | p dx)4
. (5.52)
Thanks to the convexity inequality
\ :
n
i=0
R |Wi |2p dx
n+1 +
3

1
n+1
:
n
i=0 \|R |Wi |
2p dx+
3
,
we finally derive from (5.52) that, for t0,
d
dt
&W(t)&L2p&
2p&1
p2
c4(n+1)&2
&W(t)&1+4pL2p
&W(t)&4pLp
. (5.53)
Since Estimate (5.53) is an inequality connecting the L2p-norm with the
L p-norm of W(t), we will be able to estimate the L2 k-norm of W(t), by
a recursion procedure. To this end, we set, as in [7],
up(t)=&W(t)&Lp , wp(t)= sup
0st
[s( p&2)4p &W(s)&Lp].
With this notation, (5.53) simply reads
d
dt
(u2p(t))&
c5
2p
u1+4p2p (t) \t
( p&2)4p
wp(t) +
4p
(5.54)
with c5=2c4(n+1)&2. Remark that wp(t) is a continuous, nondecreasing
function of t and that, if W0{0, u2p(t)>0 and wp(t)>0. Thus, if W0{0,
we can integrate the inequality (5.54) and obtain, for t0,
w2p(t)
wp(t)
\p&12c5 +
14p
. (5.55)
Now we replace p by pk=2k. Since the conditions (5.50) hold for every
pl=2l, 1lk, the estimates (5.53) and (5.55) are still true, with p
replaced by pl , 1lk. This implies that, for 1lk,
wpl+1(t)
wpl (t)
\2
l&1
c5 +
12 l+2
. (5.56)
Since the infinite product >l=1 (2
l&1c5)12
l+2
is absolutely convergent, it
follows from (5.14) and (5.56) that, for t>0,
wpk+1(t)c6w2(t)c6 &W
0&0c6e+l,
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or also
&W(t)&Lpk+1c6 &W 0&0 t&(14)+(12
k+2)c6e+lt(&14)+(12
k+2). (5.57)
The general inequality (5.40) is then obtained by interpolation between the
estimates (5.57) and (5.14). K
Remark 5.2. Since in the above proof +0( r^) tends to 0 as r^ goes to 
(see Condition (5.50)), we cannot obtain, in this way, the optimal decay
rate for &W(t)&. However, using the inequality &w&((r+2)2)2(r+2)
&w&r(r+2)L r } &xw&
2(r+2)
0 , Proposition 5.3, and Estimate (5.22), we obtain,
for t>0, 2r r^, + # (0, +0( r^)],
&W(t)&C53e+l((r&2)(r+2))t&((r&2)4(r+2)) \r+2r +
2(r+2)
. (5.58)
However, if the term D2u1u0 g0(0, 0) vanishes, where g0(*, +) has been
given in (1.4), we obtain the following optimal decay rate for &W(t)& .
Proposition 5.4. Assume that D2u1u0 g0(0, 0)=0. Then, the positive
constants e and +0 in Proposition 5.2 can be chosen, so that the solution W(t)
of System (3.2), with initial conditions W0 of the form (5.4), satisfies the
estimate (5.40), for any r, 2r+.
Proof. Arguing as in Section 3 (see (3.10), (3.17)) and using Lemma 2.2,
we see that, if D2u1u0 g0(0, 0)=0, then, for x # R,
&+&2Du1 g0(+
2, +2U+*)&L(R n ; R)C54 +
2U*+0 ,
which implies that the term C34 U*+0(
n
j=1 |Wj (x)| ) in the estimate
(3.20a) can be replaced by C54+2U*+0(
n
j=1 |W j (x)| ). Thus the term
C34(R U*+0 |W0 |
2p&1 (nj=1 |Wj (x)| ) dx) in (5.42) is replaced by
C54 +2(R U*+0 |W0 |
2p&1 (nj=1 |Wj | ) dx). Using the Young inequality, we
write
C54 +2U*+0 |W0 |
2p&1 \ :
n
j=1
|Wj |+
C54 +2U*+0 \2p&12p n |W0 | 2p+
1
2p
:
n
j=1
|Wj |2p+ .
If the positive numbers e and +0 are chosen so that (5.12), (5.20), and
C54 +20n1,
7
12
&c3 e~ 0,
:
+20
+1&c1&c3e~ &
C54
2p
+2C220,
(5.59)
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hold, the inequalities (5.51)(5.55) are still satisfied for any p1. And the
estimates (5.56) and (5.57) hold, for any l # N, k # N, which implies (5.40)
for 2r+. K
From Propositions 5.3 and 5.4 and from the estimates (5.28) and (5.32)
involving E0, a(W(t)) and E1, a(W(t)), we also derive a polynomial decay
rate for &W(t)&1, a .
Proposition 5.5. 1. Under the hypotheses of Proposition 5.3 the
following estimate holds, for + # (0, +0( r^)], t2,
&W(t)&1, aC55t&( r^&2)4r^ &W0&X0 . (5.60)
2. Under the hypotheses of Proposition 5.4, we have, for + # (0, +0 ],
t2,
&W(t)&1, aC55 t&14 &W0&X 0 . (5.61)
Proof. From Estimate (5.28) and Proposition 5.3, we at once deduce
that, for t>0,
&W(t)&20, aexp \&t4+_&W0&20, a+
3
2 \
r^&2
2r^ +
(r^&2)r^
exp(&;0) |
t
0
exp \s4+
_\|
+
;0
|W0(x, s)| r^ dx+
2r^
ds&
ct&(r^&2)2r^ &W0&2X 0 . (5.62)
On the other hand, applying the uniform Gronwall Lemma to (5.32), we
obtain, for t>1,
&xW(t)&20, a+K2 &W(t)&
2
0, a|
t
t&1
&xW(s)&20, a ds+4K2 |
t
t&1
&W(s)&20, a ds.
(5.63)
But, if we integrate the estimate (5.26) from t&1 to t and use the condition
(5.12), we have, for t1,
|
t
t&1
&xW(s)&20, a ds2 &W(t&1)&
2
0, a+6 |
t
t&1 \|
+
;0
a2W 20 dx+ ds.
(5.64)
The estimates (5.62), (5.63), and (5.64) imply (5.60). Estimate (5.61) is
proved similarly. K
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5.4. Decay Rates of &W1&1
We also obtain decay rates of the H1(R)-norm of the hyperbolic part W1(t).
Proposition 5.6. 1. Under the hypotheses of Propostion 5.3, we have,
for + # (0, +0(r^)],
&W1(t)&1C56 \exp \& :t4+2+++t&( r^&2)4r^+ &W0&X 0 , t2. (5.65)
2. Under the hypotheses of Proposition 5.4, we have, for + # (0, +0],
&W1(t)&1C56 \exp \& :t4+2+++t&14+ &W0 &X0 , t2. (5.66)
Proof. If we take the inner product in L2(R)n+1 of (3.2) with (0, W1),
apply Theorem 2.1 and Lemma 3.2, and use (5.9), (5.11), and (5.12), we
obtain, for t0,
1
2
d
dt
&W1(t)&20+&xW1(t)&
2
0+
:
2+2
&W1(t)&20
c1 \&W0&20, a+|R U*+0 W 20 dx+ . (5.67)
Due to Theorem 2.1, the estimate (2.38a), and the Ho lder inequality, we
can write
|
R
U*+0 W 20(x, t) dxc2(&W0(t)&
2
0, a+&W0(t)&
2
L r^). (5.68)
From (5.62), (5.67), and (5.68), as well as from Propositions 5.3 and 5.5,
we deduce that, for t0,
1
2
d
dt
&W1(t)&20+&xW1(t)&
2
0+
:
2+2
&W1(t)&20c3 t
&(r^&2)2r^ &W0 &2X 0 .
(5.69)
Applying the Gronwall Lemma to (5.69), we obtain, for t0,
&W1(t)&20c4 exp \&:t+2+\&W01&20+\|
t
0
exp \:s+2+ s&(r^&2)2r^ ds+ &W0&2X 0+ .
(5.70)
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Integrating (5.69) from (t&1) to t, and using (5.70), we can write, for t1,
|
t
t&1
&xW1(s)&20 ds
c5 exp \&:t+2+\&W01&20+\|
t
0
exp \:s+2+ s&(r^&2)2r^ ds+ &W0&2X 0+ .
(5.71)
On the other hand, if we take the inner product in L2(R)n+1 of (3.2) with
(0, &2xx W1), apply Lemma 3.2, Proposition 5.2, and (5.68), we obtain,
for t0,
1
2
d
dt
&x W1(t)&20+\1+ :+2+ &xW1(t)&20
c6(&W1(t)&20+&W(t)&
2
0, a+&W0(t)&
2
Lr^). (5.72)
Applying the uniform Gronwall Lemma to (5.72) and using (5.40), (5.62),
(5.70), and (5.71), yields for t2
&xW1(t)&20c7 |
t
t&1
(&W1(s)&20+&xW1(s)&20+&W(s)&20, a+&W0(s)&2Lr^) ds
c8 _exp \&:t+2+ &W01&20+\exp \&
:t
+2+ |
t
0
exp \:s+2+ s&(r^&2)2r^ ds
+|
t
t&1
s&(r^&2)2r^ ds+ &W0&2X0& . (5.73)
Now (5.65) follows directly from (5.70) and (5.73). Estimate (5.66) is
proved similarly. K
Theorem 5.7. We can choose sufficiently small positive numbers $ and
+0 such that, for + # (0, +0 ], for any initial data W0 of the form (5.1) with
max($0 , $1)$ , there exists a unique solution W(t) of System (3.2) in
C0([0, +); X1) with W(0)=W0. The asymptotic properties (5.6) hold
and, for tT0(+) (where T0(+) has been given in (5.2)),
&W(t)&X jN1 &W(T0(+))&X j , j=0, 1. (5.74)
Moreover, if 2< r^<+, the following rates of decay hold, for 2rr^, for
+ # (0, +0(r^)], for tT0(+)+2
&W(t)&Lr+&W(t)&1, aC57 t&(r&2)4r &W(T0(+))&X0 (5.75)
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and
&W1(t)&1C57 \exp \& :4+2 t+++t&(r^&2)4r^+ &W(T0(+))&X 0 . (5.76)
If D2u1u0 g0(0, 0)=0, the above inequalities become, for + # (0, +0], tT0(+)+2,
&W(t)&+&W(t)&1, aC57t&14 &W(T0(+))&X 0 (5.77)
and
&W1(t)&1C57 \exp \& :4+2 t+++t&14+ &W(T0(+))&X0 . (5.78)
6. LOCAL STABILITY OF THE FRONT FOR THE SYSTEM:
A SLIGHTLY NONCRITICAL CASE
Here we consider a slightly noncritical case by assuming that :0(*)=
:0q *q&1+O(*q), where :0q>0 and q1 is an integer. In Section 5, we
have seen that, if :0(*)0, the front U+* is stable and asymptotically
stable, with a basin of attraction independent of +. Moreover, the perturba-
tions W(t, x), i.e., the solutions of System (3.2), decay at least polynomially
in the norms of the spaces L p(R), p>2, and H1(R, a). But we did not
obtain any decay rate for the H 1(R)-norm of the central part W0(t, x). We
show below that, in the slightly noncritical case, the perturbations W decay
exponentially like exp(&bq+2qt) for any bq, 0<bq<:0q . The proof will be
a simple consequence of the key estimates (5.13), (5.21), (5.26), and (5.32).
We recall that the requirement :0q>0 implies that the linear semigroup
generated by L+ decays like exp(&bq+2qt). With the methods developed
in [15] (i.e., a reduction method and the use of the variation of constants
formula), we could have shown immediately that such a decay rate persists
for the full nonlinear system, in a ball in X1 depending strongly on +. But
here, by directly using the results of Section 5, we can show that the
exponential decay rate of the perturbation W(t, x) holds in a ball in X1,
uniformly in +.
Theorem 6.1. Assume that
:0(*)=:0q*q&1+O(*q), q1, :0q>0. (6.1)
Then:
1. There are positive numbers $ ( given in Theorem 5.7) and +~ 1 ,
0<+~ 1+0 , such that, for + # (0, +~ 1 ], for any initial data W0 of the form
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(5.1) with max($0 , $1)$ , there exists a unique solution W(t) of System
(3.2) in C0([0, +); X1) with W(0)=W0. The properties (5.6) and (5.74),
for tT0(+), hold.
2. Moreover, for any constant bq , 0<bq<:0q , there exists +~ =+~ (bq),
0<+~ +~ 1 , so that, for + # (0, +~ ], the following estimate holds, for t1+T0(+),
&W(t)&X1C61 exp(&bq+2qt) &W(T0(+))&X 0 . (6.2)
Remark 6.1. Using the estimate (6.2) and arguing as in Section 5.3,
one shows the following improved estimate for the hyperbolic part, for
+ # (0, +~ ), t2+T0(+),
&W(t)&X 1C62 \exp \& :t4+2+++ exp(&bq+2qt)+ &W(T0(+))&X0 . (6.3)
Proof of Theorem 6.1. By the assumption (6.1), we can choose a
positive number +~ 1 , +~ 1+0 , so that :0(+2)0 for 0<++~ 1. Likewise, for
any bq , 0<bq:0q , we choose +~ =+~ (bq) so that
+2:0(+2)bq+2q, + # (0, +~ ]. (6.4)
We also choose +~ so that
:2bq+~ 2q+2, 1&8bq+~ 2q
1
2
, T0(+~ )1, (6.5)
hold. With the above choice of +~ 1 , the statement (1) is part of Theorem 5.7.
According to Theorem 5.1, it is sufficient to prove the estimate (6.2) for
t1 and for initial data W0 satisfying (5.4), with e=e0+e1<1 small
enough.
Due to the estimates (5.13), (6.4) and (6.5), we have, for t0,
1
2
d
dt
&W(t)&20+&xW(t)&
2
0+bq+
2q &W(t)&200, (6.6)
which implies, due to the Gronwall Lemma that, for t0,
&W(t)&20exp(&2bq +2qt) &W0&20 . (6.7)
Integrating (6.6) from t&1 to t, for t1 and using (6.7), we also obtain,
|
t
t&1
&xW(s)&20 dsc1 exp(&2bq+2qt) &W0&20 . (6.8)
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Remark that the inequality (5.21) implies that
d
dt
(&x W(t)&20+K1 &W(t)&
2
0)0. (6.9)
Applying the uniform Gronwall Lemma to (6.9) and, using the estimates
(6.7) and (6.8), yields, for t1,
&x W(t)&20+K1 &W(t)&
2
0|
t
t&1
(&xW(s)&20+K1 &W(s)&
2
0) ds
c2 exp(&2bq+2qt) &W 0&20 . (6.10)
It remains to estimate W(t) in the H1(R, a)-norm. From the estimates
(5.28), (6.5), and (6.7), it follows that, for t0,
&W(t)&20, aexp \&t4+ &W0&20, a+c3 exp(&2bq+2qt) &W0&20 . (6.11)
If we integrate the estimate (5.26) from t&1 to t for t1 and use the
condition (5.12) and the estimate (6.11), we obtain,
|
t
t&1
(&xW(s)&20, a+&W(s)&
2
0, a) ds
c4 \exp \&t4+ &W0&20, a+exp(&2bq+2qt) &W 0&20+ . (6.12)
Finally, remark that the inequality (5.32) implies that
d
dt
(&x W(t)&20, a+K2 &W(t)&
2
0, a)3K2 exp(&2;0) &W0(t)&
2
0 . (6.13)
Applying the uniform Gronwall Lemma to (6.13) and using the estimates
(6.7) and (6.12) yields, for t1,
&x W(t)&20, a+K2 &W(t)&20, a
c5 \exp \&t4+ &W0&20, a+exp(&2bq+2q t) &W 0&20+ . (6.14)
Thus Theorem 6.1 is proved. K
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7. GLOBAL STABILITY OF THE FRONT FOR THE SYSTEM
As in the case #<&2 (see [15, Section 5]), the global stability property
for the front solution of the scalar equation has implications on the global
stability of the front of System (3.2). Here we shall show asymptotic stability,
for +>0 small enough, of the solutions of (3.2), for initial conditions W0=
(W 00 , W
0
1) in X
1 of the form
&W 00&X j0g0(+) +
l(1&2 j ), &W 00&L 1 (R)g1(+)+l, (7.1a)
&W 01&X j$1+l(1&2 j )&1, (7.1b)
W 00(1&d0)U
0, (7.1c)
for j=0, 1, where $1 , d0 are positive constants, d0 # (0, 1]; and the following
conditions hold
0<++01, $1$ , (7.2a)
1<g0(+)inf \$

+
, +&p0+ , 1<g1(+)+&p1, (7.2b)
where p0 # (0, 1), p1, $ , +0 are positive constants, on which further restric-
tions will be made. The condition g0(+)$ +&1 is actually not restrictive,
since p0<1. This hypothesis is made here only so that some results of
[15, Section 5] can be used directly.
In comparison with the global stability result for the scalar equation (see
Theorem 4.1), the lower bound of W 00 is more limited (d0>0), W
0
0 is also
assumed to be in L1(R) and the size of W 00 is restricted. In contrast to
the local stability results of Section 5 for the system, the upper bound of
&W 00&X j can be large. Like in the case #<&2, a peculiar situation arises:
we have to distinguish the cases d0 # (0, 12 ], d0>
1
2 . In the first case, we can
show asymptotic stability only if g0(+), g1(+) are large, but do not grow
faster than a logarithm of +&1, whereas in the second case, g0(+), g1(+) can
grow like +&p0 and +&p1, respectively, where p0 , p1 are given in Theorem 7.3.
As we shall see, the distinction between the cases d0 12 and d0>
1
2 is not
due to technical reasons, but seems to have a deeper meaning, related to
the behavior at x=& of the front U+*(x).
The conditions (7.1) and (7.2) allow us to proceed like in Section 5 of
[15] and to prove a short-time or fast-flow result. It shows that, within a
time T 0(+)=O(+2 |log +3g20 | ), the solution W(t)=(W0(t), W1(t)) of (3.2),
with initial conditions of the form (7.1), (7.2), reaches a set where W1(t) is
small. In the first part of this section, we shall state this result precisely and
show that the L1-norm of W0(t) is almost preserved.
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In the second part, we consider the long-time or slow-flow of (3.2),
which starts at W(T 0(+)). Then the solution W 0*(t) of the scalar equation
(4.1) with the initial condition W0(T 0(+)) will be a suitable guiding func-
tion to estimate the decay of W (t), the solution of (3.2) with the initial
condition W(T 0(+)). Further restrictions have to be imposed on g0(+),
g1(+) to finally prove the stability.
7.1. A Short-Time or Fast-Flow Result
At first we recall Lemma 5.1 of [15].
Lemma 7.1. There exists a positive number C71 such that, for any positive
numbers ’ and d, if W0k is in X1, k=0, 1, if &W01&W02&, ajC71’, for
j=0, 1 and if W01(1&d )U0, then W02(1&(d&’))U0.
Below W(t) denotes the solution of (3.2) with initial conditions W0=
(W 00 , W
0
1), while W0*(t) denotes the one of the scalar equation (4.1) with
initial condition W 00 . We prove the following short-time result where
T 0(+)=
2+2
:
log
1
+3g20
. (7.3)
Proposition 7.2. Let l0, d0 # (0, 1] and g0 , g1 be given, satisfying
(7.2) with p0 # (0, 1), p1>0. Then there are positive constants +0 , $ , $1 , with
$1$ , such that, for every + # (0, +0 ] and every W0 satisfying (7.1), a unique
solution W(t) of (3.2) with W(0)=W0 exists on the time interval [0, T 0(+)].
Moreover, W0(t) and W0*(t) both obey the inequalities, for j=0, 1,
sup
0tT 0(+)
&W0(t)&XjC72 g0(+) + l(1&2j ), (7.4)
sup
0tT 0(+)
&W0(t)&L 1 (R)( g1(+)+C73+g0(+))+l . (7.5)
The function W1(t) satisfies
&W1(T 0(+))&X jC72+2(g0(+))2 +l(1&2 j ). (7.6)
Furthermore, for any ’ # (0, 1], there exist positive numbers +0(’), $1(’) so
that, for + # (0, +0(’)] and $1 # (0, $1(’)], we have, for t # [0, T 0(+)],
&W0(t)&W0*(t)&X jC72
’
- 2
+l(1&2 j ), (7.7)
which implies, via Lemma 7.1,
W0(t)(1&(d0&’))U0. (7.8)
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Proof. The properties (7.4), and (7.6)(7.8) have been proved in
Theorem 5.2 of [15]. If one looks more closely at the proof of that theorem,
one sees that, for t # [0, T 0(+)],
&W0(t)&W0*(t)&X jc1+ l(1&2 j )(T 0(+)(g0(+))2+$1++$21). (7.9)
It remains to prove the statement (7.5). According to [15, Section 3], the
study of System (3.2) can be reduced to the study of the scalar equation
tW0+L+0W0=Q(W0)+H0(+, W0+W1*(+, W0 , W
0
1))
(7.10)
W0 | t=0=W 00 ,
where
W1*(+, W0 , W
0
1)=exp(&L+1 t) W
0
1+M1*(+, W0 , W
0
1). (7.11)
The mapping M1*(+, W0 , W
0
1) belongs to the space C
0
b([0, T 0(+)], X
1) and
satisfies (see [15, Property (5.12)]),
sup
0tT 0(+)
&M1*(+, W0 , W
0
1)(t)&X jc2$ +
l(1&2 j ),
&M1*(+, W0 , W
0
1)(t)&X j (7.12)
c2+2+l(1&2 j ) \g20++&2($21++g0$1) exp \&7:8+2 t++ .
Remark that Eq. (7.10) is equivalent to
W0(t)=exp(&L+0 t)W 00
+|
t
0
exp(&L+0(t&s))(Q(W0)+H0(+, W0+W1*(+, W0 , W
0
1))) ds.
(7.13)
Since L+0W0=&2xxW0+b(x, +)W0 and that 0b(x, +)c3 , we can
apply the maximum principle, as in Section 4 (see (4.15)), to show that
&exp(&L+0 t)W 00 &L 1 (R)&W
0
0&L 1(R) . (7.14)
Using (7.14) and Lemma 3.2, we deduce from (7.13) that, for 0tT 0(+),
&W0(t)&L1 (R)&W 00&L 1 (R)+C33 |
T 0 (+)
0
(&U*+0W1*&L1 (R)
+&a(x)W 20&L 1 (R)+&a(x) |W1*|
2&L1(R)) ds. (7.15)
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But, by the CauchySchwarz inequality, we have,
&a(x)W 20&L 1 (R)+&a(x) |W1*|2&L1 (R)&W0 &X 0+&W1*&X0 . (7.16)
Furthermore, using in addition the property (2.38a) we obtain
&U*+0W1*&L1 (R)c4 \|
0
&
exp(2x) dx+
12
\|
0
&
a2 |W1*|
2 dx+
12
+\|
+
0
U+0*2(x) dx+
12
\|
+
0
|W1*|
2 dx+
12
c5 &W1*&X 0 . (7.17)
From (3.7), (7.1), (7.4), (7.12), (7.15)(7.17), we finally deduce that, for
0tT 0(+),
&W0(t)&L1 (R)+l( g1+c6( g0++2g20) T 0(+)+c7($1+++
2$21++
3g0$1)),
(7.18)
which implies (7.5) for + small enough. By Theorem 4.3, W0*(t) also obeys
the inequality (7.5). K
7.2. Long-Time or Slow-Flow Result
Under the hypotheses of Propostion 7.2, the solution W(t) of System
(3.2) with initial conditions W0 satisfying (7.1) exists in [0, T 0(+)] and
(7.8) holds. Set d 0=d0&’ and fix ’>0 so small that d 0>0, and that
d 0> 12 if d0>
1
2 . In the sequel, we shall assume that
0<++0+0(’)1, 0<$1inf ($1(’), $ )1. (7.2c)
Using Proposition 7.2, we can now prove a global stability result. As we
have already indicated, we have to distinguish the cases d0 # (0, 12 ] and
d0> 12 .
In the case d0 12 , we only allow the upper bound of the initial condition
W00 to be a logarithmic function of +
&1. We write this condition in the
following form:
0<g0(+)+g1(+)
e
6C74 \
log +&p
5 +
14
, 0<p<2, (7.19)
where the constant e (measuring the size of the domain of local stability)
has been given in Propositions 5.2 and 5.3 and where C74 is given in (7.21)
below.
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In the case d0> 12 , we may assume that
gi (+)=+&pi, pi>0, i=0, 1, where (7.20)
4 sup( p0 , p1)<2, 4 sup( p0 , p1)+p0<2+3l, 4 sup( p0 , p1)+ 32 p0<2+5l.
Theorem 7.3. Assume that the conditions (7.2b) and (7.2c) hold. Assume
moreover that, either d0 # (0, 12 ] and (7.19) hold, or d0>
1
2 and (7.20) hold.
Then, there exists a positive number +0 such that, for + # (0, +0 ], System
(3.2) has a unique global solution W(t) for initial conditions W0 satisfying
(7.1). This global solution W(t) has the asymptotic behavior described in
Theorem 5.7.
Proof. Under the above hypotheses, the solution W(t) of System (3.2)
with initial data W0 satisfying (7.1) exists in [0, T 0(+)] and (7.8) holds
with d0&’=d 0 .
Let W (t)=(W 0(t), W 1(t)) be the (local) solution of System (3.2) with
initial conditions W (0)=W 0=W(T 0(+)) and let W 0*(t) be the solution of
the scalar equation (4.1) with initial conditions W 0*(0)=W0(T 0(+)).
Applying Theorems 4.2 and 4.3 and using the properties (7.4), (7.5),
(7.7), and (7.8), one shows that W 0*(t) exists globally and satisfies, for
t0,
&W 0*(t)&X 0C74 g0(+)+
l (7.21a)
&xW 0*(t)&X 0C74 g0(+) +
&l (1++2lg120 (+))(1+t)
&12 (7.21b)
&akW 0*(t)&LC74 g0(+)(1+t)&14, for k=0, 1 (7.21c)
&akW 0*(t)&LC74(g0(+)+g1(+))(1+t)&12, for k=0, 1 (7.21d)
&W 0*(t)&X 0C74+
l (g0(+)+g1(+))(1+t)&14. (7.21e)
Letting e be the positive number given in Propositions 5.2 and 5.3, we set
T1(+)=(6C74(g0(+)+g1(+))e&1)4. (7.22)
For tT1(+), &W 1*(t)&X j(e2) +l(1&2 j ). By comparing the solution W (t)
of System (3.2) with W 0*(t), we shall show that &W (T1(+))&X je+l(1&2 j ),
that is, W (T1(+)) enters the domain of local stability described in Section 5.
To this end, we set
W 0(t)=W 0*(t)+V0(t)
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and study the evolution of (V0(t), W 1(t)), which satisfies the system of
equations
tV0&2xxV0+(b(x, +)+2aW 0*)V0
=(2U*00&b(x, +)) W 0*&aV
2
0+H0(+, W ), (7.23)
t W 1&2xx W 1+(+
&2A1+I1)W 1=H1(+, W )
together with the initial condition (V0(0), W 1(0))=(0, W1(T 0(+)). Note
that, by Theorem 2.1, &U*+0&U00&C 2b (R)C23+
2 and that, by (7.8) and
Theorem 4.1, 2aW 0*(x, t)&2(1&d 0)U*00 . Due to these properties and to
(3.10), (3.11), we can choose positive constants d0*, d1 , +0 , and C75 such
that, for + # (0, +0] and x # R,
b(x, +)+2aW 0*(x, t)2d0*U*00+d1U*+0(x)++
2:0(+)&C75+2, (7.24)
where 2d0*>1 if d0>
1
2 , and
|2U*00(x)&b(x, +)|=|2(U*00(x)&U*+0(x))++
&2Du0 g0*|
+2:0(+)+C75+2. (7.25)
Since, by (7.6), &W 1(0)&X jC72+2g20(+) +
l(1&2j), there exists a positive
time T2(+) such that, for t # [0, T2(+)), for + # (0, +0],
&V0(t)&X j+&W 1(t)&X j<=+ l(1&2 j ), for j=0, 1, (7.26)
where = is a fixed positive constant satisfying
=<inf \e2 ,
1
- 2
,
d0*
2 - 2+ and, if d0*>
1
2
, =<
2d0*&1
4 - 2
, (7.27)
and where +0>0 is chosen sufficiently small so that,
2C72 +20 g
2
0(+0)=. (7.28)
Remark that, if T2(+)<+, then, at least, one of the inequalities (7.26)
becomes an equality.
To prove Theorem 7.2, it suffices to show by contradiction that T1(+)T2(+)
and then to apply the local stability results of Section 5. Thus, assume that
T2(+)<T1(+).
In the sequel, c0 , c1 , ... denote positive constants independent of +, g0 ,
g1 , p0 , d0 , =. The rest of the proof consists of four steps.
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1. If we take the inner product in (L2(R))n+1 of (7.23) with (V0 , W 1 ),
use the inequalities (7.24)(7.27), apply Lemmas 3.1, 3.2 and the Young
inequality, we obtain, for 0tT2(+),
1
2
d
dt
(&V0(t)&20+&W 1(t)&
2
0)+\1+ :+2+ &W 1(t)&20+&x V0(t)&20+&xW 1(t)&20
+|
R
(2d0*U*00+d1 U*+0++2:0(+)+aV0) V 20 dx
C75 +2+2l+c0+2+l &W 0*(t)&0+|
R
(H0(+, W )V0+H1(+, W )W 1) dx,
(7.29)
where, for k=0, 1,
|
R
(H0(+, W )V0+H1(+, W ) } W 1) a2k dx
\c1+ :4+2+ &akW 1 &20+c2+2+2l+c2+2 &akW 0&20 (1+&aW 0&2L).
(7.30)
From the estimates (7.26), (7.27), (7.29), (7.30), the properties U*00(0)= 12 ,
and U*00(x) 12 a(x) for x0, it follows that
1
2
d
dt
(&V0(t)&20+&W 1(t)&
2
0)+\1+ 3:4+2&c1+ &W 1(t)&20
+&x V0(t)&20+&xW 1(t)&
2
0++
2:0(+) &V0(t)&20
+d1 |
R
(U*+0 V 20+(d0*&- 2 =) a*V 20) dx
c3 +2(+2l+&aW 0*(t)&2L +2l+&W 0*(t)&20 (1+&aW 0*(t)&2L)), (7.31)
where a* has been defined after (5.11). We now choose +0>0 so that
:
4+20
&c1&
1
4
0 (7.32)
holds. Since (7.27) also holds, we infer from (7.31), by integration and use
of the estimates (7.21), that, for 0tT2(+),
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&V0(t)&20+&W 1(t)&
2
0+2 |
t
0
(&xV0&20+&xW 1&
2
0) ds
+|
t
0 \
:
+2
&W 1 &20+2+2:0(+) &V0&20+ ds
+|
t
0
|
R
(2d1 U*+0V 20+d0*a*V
2
0) dx ds
c4+2l+2T1(+). (7.33)
2. If we now take the inner product in (L2(R))n+1 of (7.23) with
(&2xxV0 , &
2
xx W 1), we obtain, after integrations by parts and use of the
inequalities (7.24)(7.27), for 0tT2(+),
1
2
d
dt
(&xV0(t)&20+&xW 1(t)&20)+
3
4
&2xx V0(t)&20+&2xx W 1(t)&20
+\ :+2+1+ &xW 1(t)&20+|R (2d0*U*00+d1 U*+0++2:0(+))(xV0)2 dx
+|
R
(xb(x, +)+2x(aW 0*)) V0 } xV0 dx
C75 +2&2l+c5+4 &W 0*(t)&20+3 |
R
a2V 40 dx
+3 |
R
H 20(+, W ) dx+|
R
xH1(+, W ) } xW 1 dx. (7.34)
Applying Lemma 3.2, we can write, for k=0, 1,
3 \|R a2kH 20(+, W ) dx+|R a2kxH1(+, W ) } xW 1 dx+
\c6+ :4+2+C33 &aW 0 &L+ &akxW 1&20+c6 \
:
+2
+1+ &akW 1&20
+c6 +2(1+&aW 0&2L)(&a
kW 0 &20+&a
k xW 0 &20). (7.35)
Furthermore, using the estimates (3.13), (3.15), (7.21), and (7.26) and
applying the Young inequality, we get, for k=0, 1,
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3 |
R
a2+2kV 40 dx+ }|R a2kxb(x, +) V0 } xV0 dx }
+}|R 2a2k+1(xW 0*&W 0*) V0 } xV0 dx }
c7(1++&lg0(+)++lg320 (+))(&akV0 &20+&akxV0&20). (7.36)
Using again the estimate (3.15), we infer from the inequalities (7.21),
(7.26), (7.27), (7.34), (7.35), and (7.36), that, for + # (0, +0],
1
2
d
dt
(&x V0(t)&20+&x W 1(t)&
2
0)
+\1&c6+ 3:4+2&C33(1+C74 g0(+))+ &xW 1(t)&20
c8+2(1+g20(+)(1+t)
&12)
_(+2lg20(+)+g
2
0(+) +
&2l (1++4lg0(+))(1+t)&1)
+c6 \1+ :+2+ &W 1(t)&20+c7((1++&lg0(+)++lg320 (+))(&V0(t)&20
+&xV0(t)&20)). (7.37)
Due to the hypothesis (7.2b), we can choose +0>0 so that, for + # (0, +0 ],
:
4+2
&C33(1+C74 g0(+))&c6&10. (7.38)
Integrating now (7.37) from 0 to t and using the inequality (7.33), we
obtain, for + # (0, +0], for 0tinf(1, T2(+)),
&xV0(t)&20+&xW 1(t)&20
c9+&2l+2( g40(+)++
3lg0(+) T1(+)++5lg320 (+) T1(+)). (7.39)
Finally, if T2(+)>1, applying the uniform Gronwall Lemma to (7.37), and
using again (7.33), one at once checks that (7.39) still holds, for 1tT2(+).
3. Now we need to estimate (V0 , W 1) in the norm of H1(R, a). If we
take the inner product in (L2(R))n+1 of (7.23) with (a2V0 , a2W 1), apply
the identity (5.24) with w replaced by V0 and W 1 successively, and use the
estimates (7.21), (7.24)(7.27), and (7.30), we obtain, for 0tT2(+),
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1
2
d
dt
(&V0(t)&20, a+&W 1(t)&
2
0, a)+\ 3:4+2&
1
4
&c1+ &W 1(t)&20, a
+
1
4
&x W 1(t)&20, a+$ &x V0(t)&
2
0, a
+|
R
a2(2d0*U*00+d1 U*+0++
2:0(+)+aV0&(1+$)) V 20 dx
c10 +2l+2(1+(g20(+)+g
2
1(+))(1+t)
&12+(g40(+)+g
4
1(+))(1+t)
&32),
(7.40)
where $ is a positive constant, which will be made more precise below. At
this place, we have to distinguish the cases d0 12 and d0>
1
2 .
Case 1. d0 12 . In this case, we simply choose $=
1
4 . Taking into account
the conditions (7.27), (7.32), we derive from (7.40) that
d
dt
(&V0(t)&20, a+&W 1(t)&
2
0, a)+
:
+2
&W 1(t)&20, a+
1
2
&xW 1(t)&20, a
+
1
2
&xV0(t)&20, a
2c10+2l+2(1+(g20(+)+g
2
1(+))(1+t)
&12
+(g40(+)+g
4
1(+))(1+t)
&32)+3 &V0(t)&20, a . (7.41)
Integrating the inequality (7.41) from 0 to t and applying the Gronwall
lemma, we obtain, for 0tT2(+),
&V0(t)&20, a+&W 1(t)&20, a+
:
+2 |
t
(t&1)+
&W 1(s)&20, a ds
+|
t
(t&1)+
(&xW 1&20, a+&xV0&
2
0, a) ds
c11+2l+2T1(+) exp(3T1(+)), (7.42)
where (t&1)+=sup(t&1, 0).
Case 2. d0> 12 . In this case, we have chosen d0* so that 2d0*>1 and
we set $= 14 (2d0*&1). Since limx  & U*00=1, there exists a real negative
number ;2 so that, for x # (&, ;2 ],
2d0*U*00(x)&(1+$)
2d0*&1
2
#d2 . (7.43)
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From (7.32), (7.40), and (7.43), we deduce that
1
2
d
dt
(&V0(t)&20, a+&W 1(t)&
2
0, a)+
:
2+2
&W 1(t)&20, a+
1
4
&xW 1(t)&20, a
+
d2
2
&xV0(t)&20, a+|
;2
&
a2(d2&- 2 =) V 20 dx
++2:0(+) &V0(t)&20, a+|
+
;2
(d0*&- 2 =) a2a*V 20 dx
c10 +2l+2(1+(g20(+)+g
2
1(+))(1+t)
&12+(g40(+)+g
4
1(+))(1+t)
&32)
+
5
4 \exp(&2;2) |
0
;2
V 20 dx+|
+
0
aV 20 dx+ .
Since (7.27) holds, we derive from the above inequality that
d
dt
(&V0(t)&20, a+&W 1(t)&
2
0, a)+
:
+2
&W 1(t)&20, a
+
1
2
&xW 1(t)&20, a+d2 &xV0(t)&
2
0, a+d2 &V0(t)&
2
0, a
2c10+2l+2(1+(g20(+)+g
2
1(+))(1+t)
&12+(g40(+)+g
4
1(+))(1+t)
&32)
+
5
2 \exp(&2;2) |
0
;2
V 20 dx+2 |
+
0
aV 20 dx+ . (7.44)
Integrating the inequality (7.44) from 0 to t and taking into account the
estimate (7.33), we obtain, for 0tT2(+),
&V0(t)&20, a+&W 1(t)&
2
0, a+
:
+2 |
t
0
&W 1&20, a ds+
1
2 |
t
0
&xW 1&20, a ds
+d2 |
t
0
&xV0&20, a ds+d2 |
t
0
&V0 &20, a dsc12 \1+ 1d0*+ +2l+2T1(+).(7.45)
4. Taking the inner product in (L2(R))n+1 of (7.23) with (&x(a2xV0),
&x(a2xW 1)), applying the following identity
|
R
2xx w } x(a
2xw) dx
=
1
2 |R a
2(2xx w)
2 dx+
1
2 |R
1
a2
(x(a2xw))2 dx&2 |
R
a2(xw)2 dx,
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with w replaced by V0 and W 1 successively and using the inequalities
(7.24), (7.25), and (7.26), we obtain, for 0tT2(+),
1
2
d
dt
(&xV0(t)&20, a+&x W 1(t)&20, a)+
1
2
&2xxV0(t)&20, a
+
1
2
&2xx W 1(t)&
2
0, a+\ :+2&1+ &xW 1(t)&20, a
+|
R
a2(2d0*U*00+d1U*+0(x)++
2:0(+))(xV0)2 dx
C75 +2&2l+c13+4 &aW 0*(t)&20+2 &xV0(t)&20, a
+3 |
R
a4V 40 dx+3 |
R
a2H 20(+, W ) dx
+|
R
a2xH1(+, W ) } xW 1 dx
+}|R a2(xb(x, +)+2x(aW 0*)) V0 } x V0 dx } . (7.46)
From the estimates (7.35), (7.36), (7.38), and (7.46), we infer, for 0tT2(+),
1
2
d
dt
(&x V0(t)&20, a+&xW 1(t)&
2
0, a)+
:
2+2
&xW 1(t)&20, a
c14+2(1+g20(+)(1+t)
&12)(+2lg20(+)+g
2
0(+) +
&2l (1++4lg0(+))(1+t)&1)
+c6 \1+ :+2+ &aW 1(t)&20+c15 (1++&lg0(+)++lg320 (+)) &V0(t)&21, a .
(7.47)
Here we again distinguish the cases d0 12 and d0>
1
2 .
In the case d0 12 , integrating the inequality (7.47) from 0 to t, if t1,
or applying the uniform Gronwall Lemma to (7.47) if t>1, and using the
estimate (7.42), we get, for 0tT2(+),
&xV0(t)&20, a+&xW 1(t)&
2
0, a
c16 +&2l+2(g40(+)+(+
3lg0(+)++5lg320 (+)) T1(+) exp(3T1(+))). (7.48)
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In the case d0> 12, we infer likewise from (7.45) and (7.47) that, for
0tT2(+),
&x V0(t)&20, a+&xW 1(t)&
2
0, a
c16 +&2l+2( g40(+)++
3lg0(+) T1(+)++5lg320 (+) T1(+)) (7.49)
Now, under the various hypotheses of Theorem 7.3, one easily deduces
from the estimates (7.33), (7.39), (7.42), (7.45), (7.48), and (7.49) that one
can choose +0>0 so that, for + # (0, +0],
&V0(T2(+))&X j+&W 1(T2(+))&X j<
=
2
+l(1&2 j ), for j=0, 1,
which contradicts the definition of T2(+). This contradiction implies that
T2(+)>T1(+). Theorem 7.3 is thus proved. K
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